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ABSTRACT
Advancements in data gathering and uncertainty surrounding health care and human
behavior require advanced modelling techniques such as Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) and
Markov networks (MNs) to analyze such a complex environment, and provide insights for decision
makers. The main objective of this dissertation is to develop probabilistic graphical models
(PGMs) to solve prediction and survival problems in health care domain. In this research, the aim
is to expand the knowledge for solving problems in this area by proposing various approaches
using BBNs, MNs and data mining models. In the first study, elastic net (EN) and BBN based noshow prediction model for a primary care clinic is proposed. This study predicts the “no-show
probability of the patient(s)” using demographics, socio-economic status, and current appointment
information, and appointment attendance history of the patient and the family. The findings of noshow prediction model is integrated into patient scheduling and overbooking policy. Using the
prediction model, we analyze the impact of integrating no-show prediction model into scheduling
for effective overbooking using discrete event simulation. Third, we propose a holistic Markovian
framework that incorporates different aspects of continuity, such as density, dispersion and
sequence and propose a framework for assessment of clinic/ provider CoC. Last study proposes a
multi-level survival analysis to define risk levels as low, medium, and high for kidney transplants
patients using deceased donor database. Our findings have showed that big data and uncertainty
challenge can be addressed by designing comprehensive frameworks combining expert knowledge
with data analytic models.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
In this dissertation, we study the impact of data driven decision making in several
healthcare related applications using operations research tools such as probabilistic graphical
models, optimization and simulation.
Health care is a high stakes enterprise with a potential to affect everyone in the society.
With increasing costs, complex health insurance structure, and patient-centered care and outcomes
based accountability, data-driven decision-making in the health care environment is more
important than ever. The health care industry utilizes data analytics and knowledge discovery to
improve quality of service and to reduce costs. Availability of health care related data provides
new opportunities to study problems and analyze the impact of different system designs and
solutions for the health system performance.
Data collection platforms have been improved dramatically in the last decade. Most
hospitals now use emerging information technology tools to gather and process patient data. For
example, in March 2015, a popular smart phone manufacturer introduced an open source software
framework (www.researchkit.org) to create mobile phone applications for collecting data that can
be used in medical research studies. These types of technological advances enable collecting large
amount of data. However, these data need to be transformed into actionable information so that it
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can be used for improving the system performance. Methods in data analytics and probabilistic
graphical networks (PGMs) are very suitable to this end.
1.2. Problem statement and research objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop data analytic models and PGMs to
solve problems in healthcare domain. First problem we address is predicting no shows in primary
care that is vital for healthcare clinics given their potential to reduce financial and efficiency
performance. Then, we integrate prediction findings into scheduling system to find the right
overbooking policy (static vs dynamic) for appointment scheduling. Third study proposes a
Markovian framework to analyze the continuity of care in primary care in terms of clinic and
provider aspect. Finally, fourth paper develops a data driven multi-level survival model for kidney
transplantation using a comprehensive feature selection methodology and advanced probabilistic
graphical networks.
1.3. Outline of dissertation
This dissertation describes the application of PGMs and data analytics models in health
care domain. The organization of this dissertation is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides relevant background regarding no-show prediction variables and
models in the literature with a specific emphasis on pediatrics clinics. Description of the proposed
methodology which includes preprocessing the data, modeling and validation is followed by the
findings, a summary of the results and recommendations for future work.
Chapter 3 utilizes the no-show model introduced in Chapter 2 for creating dynamic
appointment scheduling strategies. The literature review related to appointment scheduling with
2

specific focus on no-shows indicates the need for a dynamic overbooking strategies. A simulation
model is developed to analyze the impact of such strategies. What follows is an experimental
design and model parameters including the results and findings with extended sensitivity analysis.
Finally, it concludes with the discussion of results, limitations and ideas for future research.
Chapter 4 proposes a Markovian Network (MN) framework to assess the Continuity of
Care (CoC) models in primary care and discusses CoC measurement techniques in the literature
in primary care. This chapter also explains the transition between providers and calculates
different aspects of continuity associated with density, dispersion and the sequence of the visits.
We pursue the objectives of this study using a three stage framework: (1) data preparation, (2)
employing higher order Markov chains to better understand the patient visit patterns observed in
a primary care clinic, and (3) validation and performance evaluation for first and higher order
Markov chains to analyze the impact of different visit characteristics and assess the clinic
continuity. This chapter concludes with implications for practice and directions for future work.
Chapter 5 introduces a data analytic model for predicting a patient’s specific risk of
survival. This chapter discusses factors affecting the long-term success/failure of an organ
transplant with a specific focus on kidney. Then, a comprehensive feature selection methodology
is proposed. Next, a PGM model is introduced to identify the interactions between the explanatory/
preoperative factors and risk levels. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes with the discussion of results,
limitations and ideas for future research.
Chapter 6 presents a thorough discussion of implications for practice, the limitations in this
dissertation and outlines topics that can be investigated as future research.
3

1.4. Summary of contributions
The main contribution of this study is that we have proved that big data and uncertainty
challenge in health care can be effectively addressed by utilizing a comprehensive framework
combining expert knowledge with advanced data analytic models. Some of the models we
employed are data mining, simulation, Markov chain and PGMs. Other contributions are as
follows;


Although the literature is replete with studies exploring no-show factors and their effects,
there was a real gap in terms of applying a holistic approach. Our contribution to the
literature is creating an accurate predictive model for no-shows in primary care by
identifying causal relationship between predictors and no-show outcome in an integrated
data analytic framework.



Pre-determined (static) models in scheduling leaves much room for improvement for
addressing uncertainty in human behavior. This can be quite costly in terms of increasing
patient wait time and provider idle and overtime. We show that creating dynamic
overbooking strategies can improve the financial and efficiency performance in primary
care.



Most studies in the literature focus on one aspect of continuity but overlook other important
factors. In the current study, we propose a holistic Markovian framework that incorporated
different aspects of continuity, such as density, dispersion and sequence. This framework
has a potential to yield more accurate and comprehensive assessment of clinic/ provider
CoC.
4



Predicting the best match for a given donor is a very high stakes undertaking. The strength
of any predictive model depends on the selection of proper predictors. Currently there is
no list of factors effecting the survival of kidney transplantation on which experts agree.
Moreover, all the studies to our knowledge consider binary survival outcome which may
fall short in determining the best match for a given patient. We address the aforementioned
shortcomings by introducing a comprehensive variable selection framework; creating a
multi-class prediction model for survivability; and identifying the interactions between the
explanatory/preoperative factors and risk levels in kidney transplant that ultimately will aid
domain experts in their decision-making processes.

5

CHAPTER 2

2. PREDICTING PEDIATRICS CLINIC NO-SHOWS: A DECISION ANALYTIC
FRAMEWORK USING ELASTIC NET AND BAYESIAN BELIEF NETWORK
Abstract
No-shows are becoming a major problem in primary care facilities. They create additional costs
for the facility while adversely affecting the quality of care for the patients.
Accurate prediction of no-shows plays an important role in an overbooking strategy. In this study,
a hybrid probabilistic prediction framework based on Elastic Net (EN) variable selection
methodology integrated with probabilistic Bayesian belief network (BBN) is proposed. This study
predicts the “no-show probability of the patient(s)” using demographics, socio-economic status,
and current appointment information, and appointment attendance history of the patient and the
family. The proposed framework is validated using ten years of local pediatrics clinic data. It is
shown that, this EN-based BNN framework is a comparable prediction methodology with regards
to the best approaches found in the literature. More importantly, this methodology provides novel
information on the interrelations among the predictors and the conditional probability of predicting
“no-shows.” The output of the model can be applied to the appointment scheduling system for a
robust overbooking strategy.
Keywords: no-shows prediction; elastic net; Bayesian belief network; healthcare analytics
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2.1 Introduction
No-shows and late cancellations adversely affect the scheduling systems in health care.
The term “no-show” can be defined as patient who misses an appointment, or not showing up at
the appointment date without advance notice, i.e., a late cancellation is considered as a “no-show”
because such a short notice does not allow for a new appointee to be scheduled in the cancelled
time slot. The rate of no-shows can vary from 14% to 50% depending on the location, clinic, and
demographic factors [1]. Pediatric clinics` no-show rate is between 15% and 30%, which drops
considerably in private practice due to potential sanctions [2]. No-shows affect a clinic’s daily
revenue because resources are allocated to a time slot, however, no or minimal amount of revenue
(e.g., a no-show fee) is earned, which results in in-efficient utilization of resources. Furthermore,
missed appointments could also, indirectly, stimulate long appointment lead times, lower quality
of care, and patient dissatisfaction. Scheduling studies without no-show information is incomplete
and not effective [3]. Patient no-show behavior can be changed by sanctions such as a no-show
fee charged to the patient. This approach can limit the low-income patients’ access to care; thus, it
is not a desirable way to handle no-shows [4]. Reminders and education are other approaches for
changing patient behavior, but their effect is limited on reducing the no-show rate [5-7].
Scheduling methods such as overbooking and short lead-time scheduling are alternative ways to
handle the no-show problem [8]. However without robust knowledge of the no-show prediction,
the waiting times generally increase due to the scheduling collisions [1].
The goal of this study is to capture the prominent factors and causal inter-relations among
these factors affecting the no-shows in a pediatrics clinic. In this study, a methodology is proposed
7

to predict individual patients` no-show probability and a clinic`s no-show rate. This methodology
provides a clear depiction of variable selection and interactions between the causes, utilizing the
Elastic Net (EN) to eliminate improper/noisy variables and select relevant variables for the
prediction [9]. After pruning the search space, inter-relations between selected predictors and noshows are structured by utilizing a tree-augmented Bayesian network (TAN) learning algorithm.
Finally, inter-relations are also analyzed by a pediatric expert.
This study makes the following significant contributions: develops a no-show prediction
model for primary pediatrics clinic, provides insights for important factors in no-shows, exhibits
inter-relations between predictors for no-shows, learn the influence network from the no-show
data, propose an EN-based feature selection procedure, and utilize BBN in no-show prediction in
primary pediatric clinics.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, relevant background is
given about no-show prediction variables --with a specific emphasis on pediatrics clinics-- and
models in the literature are provided. Section 3 introduces the generic hybrid decision analytic
framework as proposed in this study. Here we describe the proposed methodology, from
preprocessing data to modeling and validation along with some background information. Section
4 presents the experimental results and discusses the findings. Finally, we summarize our
conclusions and present potential future research topics in section 5.

8

2.2 Literature review
No-show related studies have wide variety of topics which can be summarized into two
groups: i) factors affecting no-shows, ii) prediction models and variable selection for no-shows.
In medical literature, factors affecting no-shows, can be grouped into four categories:
Patient demographic and socio-economic information such as age, gender, nationality, distance to
the clinic, numbers in the household, and poverty level [1, 10, 11]. Appointment scheduling
information; appointment month, day, time, lead-time, and appointment reason are considered in
several studies [10, 12, 13]. Few studies in the literature use patient appointment experience or noshow history as a predictive variable [14, 15]. Patient-provider relationship contribution is also
investigated for no-show with using survey results [11].
No-show prediction models in the literature use logistic regression [1, 14, 15]. One of the
first studies by Goldman et al. (1982) utilized multivariate logistic regression with demographic
information, appointment history, and clinical information for prediction [15]. They find that noshow behavior is independently related with patient’s age, race, appointment reason, and
appointment keeping history or show rate. Alaeddini et al. (2001) studied no-shows at VA clinics
and utilize logistic regression with Bayesian update for prediction [14]. Their study used Bayesian
update for initial regression findings. They also weighted the appointments based on minimizing
the difference between empirical and predicted probability of no-show. Huang and Hanauer (2014)
eliminated variables by using likelihood ratio and utilized logistic regression to predict no-show
behavior in a pediatrics clinic [13]. Their study considered more than 100,000 visits with patient
demographic, appointment keeping, and insurance information. They also created a no-show
9

calculator tool to predict the probability of individual no-show. Summary of the prediction models
in literature is depicted in Table 2.1. Although regression-based studies can predict the individual
no-show probability for a particular patient, these methods usually do not consider predictor
variables interactions including family history of attendance as a predictor for a patient`s no-show
in pediatrics setting in which the decision maker is not the patient but the family for attendance.
This study utilizes the EN to select prominent variables, and then BBN to investigate the
hidden patterns for no-shows, interrelations and causal relationships between prediction variables.
In this study, the dataset includes 105,343 visits belonging to 16,345 patients, and K-fold cross
validation is utilized to yield more robust prediction results. Although the problem of no-shows
has a long research history, clinical impact has been limited within the constraints of traditional
methods, such as appointment reminders, overbooking and etc. New approaches have been
developed with the help of recent affordances provided by the information technologies. Among
these venues, ‘machine learning’ plays an important role. As one of the machine learning tools,
BBNs represent a viable methodology that is readily applicable in medicine and industry such as
in prediction of weather, nurse scheduling, grocery recommendation system, personal scheduling
and planning, herd management, etc. [16-20]. BBNs, also known as “belief networks,” combine
principles from graph theory, probability theory, computer science, and statistics.
There are challenges for learning the BBN structure from data. Finding optimal structure
over a large data set is an NP-hard problem due to the directed acyclic graph constraint [21, 22].
Approximate solutions using heuristics are computationally efficient but suboptimal. Datasets may
include noisy and irrelevant variables that can cause unnecessary complexity for the model.
10

Therefore, before applying BBN model, a suitable variable selection procedure needs to be adopted
to eliminate the trivial variables while capturing the most relevant ones [23].
Table 2.1 Literature review

Papers

Department

Number
of Cases

(Goldman
et al. 1982)

Primary Care

(Daggy et
al. 2010)

VA
Outpatient

Number of Variables

Models/

Interrelation
Between
Predictors

Variable
Selection

Cross
Validation

Before
Selection

After
Selection

Methods

1,181

8

8

Multivariate
logistic
regression

No

No

No

32,394

22

10

Multivariate
logistic
regression

No

Bivariate
test

No

No

No

K- fold

(Alaeddini
et al. 2011)

VA Clinics

1,543

8

8

Logistic
regression
with
Bayesian
update

(Huang
and
Hanauer
2014)

Pediatrics

104,790

17

15

Logistic
regression

No

Likelihood
ratio

No

(Proposed
2016)

Pediatrics

105,343

18

10

Bayesian
belief
network

Yes

Proposed
EN

K-fold
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2.3 Proposed data analytic methodology
The main goal of this paper is to close the gap between theory and practice by creating a
hybrid probabilistic prediction methodology that can be incorporated into scheduling systems. In
line with the insights from the literature, a three stage decision analytic methodology is proposed:
data preparation, variable selection, and predictive model development and validation as illustrated
in Figure 2.1 Data preparation is the first stage, where the data obtained from a local pediatric
primary care clinic, and prepared for the study. Stage 2 includes variable selection methodology
which has six steps and employs EN. In stage 3, possible predictor set is deployed into the BBN
model and performance is compared with prediction methods available in the literature. Each of
the three stages is explained in details in the following subsections.

Figure 2.1 Proposed decision analytic framework
2.3.1 Data preparation
Data is acquired from a pediatric primary care clinic where approximately twenty pediatric
and internal medicine residents and ten general pediatricians serve mostly underserved Medicaid
12

enrollees every year. The data contains information about pediatrics clinic appointments that has
taken place between June 1, 2004 and December 31, 2010. The scheduling system stored the
demographic information about patients such as the date and time of the appointments, information
on if it is a scheduled, rescheduled, filled, or cancelled and unfilled appointment, and the date-time
stamp indicating each appointment entry. Due to the privacy and confidentiality issues, the office
of a panel of medical doctors de-identified the dataset before sharing it with our research team.
Identification and invariant variables such as appointment ID, family ID, encounter code are all
eliminated since they have no contribution to the prediction models. After the data preprocessing
stage, the final dataset is composed of 105,343 appointments belonging to 16,345 unique patients.
The dataset contains a binary response variable, and four major groups of 18 prediction
variables including 1) demographical and socio-economic information about patients, 2) current
appointment scheduling information, 3) past appointment attendance information, and 4) variables
represent patient-provider bond. The binary outcome variable is the no-show event. All
cancellations and rescheduling events that were processed within 8 business hours before the actual
appointment time are taken as a no-show.
Patient’s age at appointment, gender, and distance to clinic as well as geographic poverty
level for patient address are investigated within demographic and socio-economic information.
Patient age is categorized based on Williams et al. (2012) methodology [24]. The effect of different
appointment reasons on different age groups is also investigated. It is worthwhile to study ‘gender’
during adolescence because more visits are expected by female gender in this period due to
reproduction issues and increased risk for sexual diseases. Distance to the clinic and geographical
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poverty level are included in the first group of variables to investigate the effect of socio-economic
status.
Second group of variables, namely current appointment scheduling information includes
appointment reason, appointment duration, appointment start time, day and month, whether the
appointment day is after a holiday or before a holiday, appointment lead time and if the patient
has a joint appointment. Visit categories are selected based on two alternative strategies:
appointment reason which is declared at booking, and appointment duration allocated in the system
(which is 15, 30, 45, or 60 minutes). The effect of time of the day and on particular days of the
week, holiday as well as month on the no-show event is investigated. Appointment lead times (i.e.
time to appointment) is examined separately for different appointment reasons and categorized
with different ranges with the help of expert opinion.
Patient attendance history is another group that contributes to the predictive modeling. In the
third group, historical no-show behavior, number of visits and appointments are included as
continuous variables. Family history of no-show is the rate between the number of no-shows and
the number of appointments by the same family. Since pediatric patients’ behavior depends on
family, instead of number of appointments for that particular patient, family appointment and noshow numbers are included in the rate function. We categorize family history of no-show based
on the expert opinion. Families whom have been in the practice with at most two appointments,
we use family history of no-show category as “missing” and included them in the study.
Fourth group of variables, including how many times a patient has been seen by the
appointed provider and the number of different providers who examined the patient so far, shows
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the effect of patient-provider bond. These variables are also used to measure the continuity of care
in the literature and help us investigate if the patient has an appointment with a physician, with
whom s/he has no significant ongoing relationship [25, 26].
2.3.2 Variable selection methodology
In this study, a variable selection methodology with EN and k-fold cross validation is
proposed. A brief description of k-fold cross validation and EN method is provided in the following
subsections.
K- Fold Cross Validation
The performance of a classification model can be assessed using k-fold cross validation
technique for low bias and low variance (Kohavi 1995). In k-fold, the dataset split into k subsets
of equal size. For each k subsets, k-1 folds are used to construct the predictive model and the
remaining one is utilized for testing the model (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 K-fold cross-validation representation for k=10
These mutually exclusive parts used k times for training and testing of the models. Then
the average performance of the cross validation is calculated by Eq. (1)
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CV 

1 k
 Pi
k i 1

(1)

where k stands for mutually exclusive subsets, CV represents cross validation and, the performance
measure used in the analysis can be represented by Kohavi (1995) and Olson and Delen (2008)
[27, 28].
2.3.3 Elastic net
Elastic Net is a variable selection method that uses convex combination of Ridge and Lasso
regression [9]. Lasso and Ridge are regularization techniques minimizing the sum of squared
residuals with using L1 and L2 norms respectively to limit the size of the coefficients in the
regression model [29].
T
Suppose the dataset has n observations and p predictors. Let xi  ( xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xij ) be the

prediction set where i  1, 2,..., n and y = (y1 , y2 ,..., yn )

T

be the response variable and

  (1 , 2 ,...,  p ) be the coefficient set. In a standard multiple linear regression

y  10  X   e , assuming e ~ N (0,  2 ) , Eq. (2) is used to minimize the residual sum of squares to
determine ˆ

ˆ  arg min


p

n

 ( y    
i 1

i

0

j 1

j

X ij ) 2

(2)

It is known that ordinary least square (OLS) method is not very efficient due to low bias
and high variance which leads to low prediction accuracy [29]. In the literature, two well-known
techniques, i.e., Ridge and Lasso regression, are used to improve OLS estimates.
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Ridge regression shrinks the coefficients towards each other when variables are correlated.
If coefficients are highly correlated, then the coefficients get close to one another. Ridge regression
does not automatically select the variables but outperforms Lasso when the number of observations
is greater than the number of variables and high correlations exist between the variables. Ridge
regression uses L2 norm penalized least squares by Friedman et al. (2010) as represented in Eq. (3)
[30]



p

p



j 1

j 1



n

ˆ  arg min   ( yi   0   j X ij ) 2     j2 


 i 1

(3)

Lasso, on the other hand, is used for automatic variable selection and continuous shrinkage
for the coefficients of the predictors. Lasso regression uses L1 norm penalized least squares [29]
as in Eq. (4)
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p
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i 1

j 1

j 1



ˆ  arg min  ( yi   0   j X ij ) 2     j 


(4)

One drawback of Lasso regression can be explained as follows: When the variables are
highly correlated, it greedily selects one and ignore the others. The EN is a way to overcome that
drawback. EN, proposed by [9], does the automatic variable selection and can be formulated as



n

p

p



i 1

j 1

j 1

1



ˆ  arg min  ( yi   0   j X ij ) 2     (1   )  j2    j  

2



(5)

In this formulation, alpha ( ) is the tuning parameter for EN. The selection of alpha
depends on the level of multi-collinearity in the dataset. EN is performing regularization and
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variable selection simultaneously and provides a sparse model with good prediction accuracy rates
[9].
The proposed variable selection method has six steps:


Step 1: Prepare the dataset for 10-fold cross validation, choose tau ( ) , and fix the theta
( ) = 0.

Data is prepared for 10-fold cross validation and initially theta is set to zero, where theta is
the update parameter for alpha.


Step 2: Fix the alpha ( ) value with selected  * , where    * .
Alpha is fixed by the updated theta value. Each cycle an updated alpha value is used for
next step.



Step 3: Utilize the EN with different lambda ( ) values to find minimum CV-MSE and
the standard deviation.
R-package “glmnet” is utilized to solve the EN problem as in Eq. (5) over lambda, which
controls the overall strength of penalty. Then the optimal lambda value is found that
minimizes the CV-MSE [9].



Step 4: Determine the set of variables within one standard deviation of CV-MSE.
The minimum number of variables within one standard deviation of CV-MSE is
determined. The idea behind using one standard deviation error tolerance is to have smaller
number of variables thus more regularized model and better accuracy [30].



Step 5: Set  *    , if  *  1 , then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 2.
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Theta value is updated based on the tau selected where tau is the selection parameter for
number of models to be considered for comparison. Based on the theta value, this is
repeated until the stopping criteria, updated theta is greater than one, is reached.


Step 6: Select variables as an intersection of EN models with differing  values.
Finally, results for different alpha values are compared and the set of variables that appear
in each model is selected for prediction model.
Proposed predictive variable set is compared against the variable selection methods in

literature (i.e. regression, decision tree, and neural network models) while utilizing BBN and
calculating performance values.
2.3.4 Bayesian belief network prediction model
BBNs are powerful tools for representation of graphical dependency structure in an explicit
and intuitive way. BBN is a directed acyclic graph that represents probabilistic causal relationship
between a set of variables in which the nodes correspond to variables or predictors and arcs
represent the conditional dependencies between the variables [31, 32]. BBNs can be used to help
reasoning under uncertainty and modeling complex nonlinear interactions among the attributes
[33]. BBNs have become popular in medical research domain since they are able to handle
previously unknown, but potentially useful information embedded in networks related to detection
of diseases, predicting the outcome of diseases, and making medical decisions on optimal
treatment alternatives in different areas [34, 35].
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Complex probability distributions can be represented in a compact way with using BBNs
conditional independence formula. Each xi represents a variable and Pa xi is the parents of that
variable, BBN chain rule can be expressed as in Eq. (6) by Koller and Friedman (2009) [36]
n

P(x1 ,..., x n )   P( xi Paxi ).

(6)

i 1

There are two methods available to construct the network: 1) manually with the help of an
expert and 2) analytically by learning the structure from the data using advanced mathematical
methods. Building a manual modest sized network requires a skilled knowledge engineer to spend
several hours. When the size of the network gets larger, the expert time increases dramatically. In
some cases, it is also very difficult to find a knowledge engineer for that particular domain.
Previous studies provide various techniques that use data for learning the structure. The Naive
Bayes classification [37] is a simple model that assumes conditional independence between all
predictor variables with the given class/target to learn the structure. The classification is based on
Bayes rule where the probability of class/target value computed for each given attribute variables
and then the highest prediction is chosen for the structure. Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN)
method is an updated version of the Naive Bayes classifiers, which uses tree structure and
approximate the interactions between predictor variables [38]. TAN structure has a class variable
with no parents and each predictor has the class variable as a parent along with at most one other
attribute as shown in Figure 2.3 Thus, an arc between two variables indicates a causal relationship
among them. Formal representation of parents for a variable xi can be shown by Eq. (7)
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Paxi  C, x (i ) 

(7)

where the tree is function over  (i )  0 , and Paxi is the set of parents for each xi . Class variable
(C) has no parents, namely PaC   . TAN performs better than Naive Bayes and maintains the
simplicity in computation which requires no search [38].

Figure 2.3 Tree augmented naive Bayes network structure
Procedure for constructing a TAN uses Chow and Liu’s (1968) tree Bayesian concept [39].
Finding a maximal weighted spanning tree in a graph is an optimization problem where the
objective is to maximize log likelihood of  (i ) [39]. Then, the TAN construction steps can be as
described by Friedman et al. (1997) [38]

Step I. Compute conditional mutual information function for each (i, j) pairs as in Eq. (8)

I P ( xi : x j C ) 

P( xi , x j C )

 P( x , x , C )log P( x

xi , x j ,C

i

j

i

C ) P( x j C )

,i  j

(8)

This function indicates how much information is provided when the class variable is
known.
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Step II. Build a complete undirected graph and use conditional mutual information function
to annotate the weight of an edge connecting xi to x j .
Step III. Build a maximum weighted spanning tree.
Step IV. Convert the undirected graph to a directed one by choosing a root variable and
setting the direction of all edges to be outward from it.
Step V. Construct a TAN model by adding a vertex labeled by C and adding an arc from C
to each xi .
2.3.5

Performance evaluation
There are different metrics to evaluate the performance of a BBN model. Confusion matrix

is generally utilized to calculate these metrics for two-class prediction modeling. Most common
methods are accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, the area under the receiver operator characteristic
curve (AUC), and the G-mean.
The confusion matrix as shown in Table 2.2 represents the related outcomes of a
classification prediction: true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false
negative, all of which are, in turn, used to calculate performance measures in this study. The
accuracy represents the overall probability of true classifications that is calculated by measuring
the proportion of correctly predicted test samples [27, 40]. An ideal model would not have any
false negatives or false positives. In other words, it accurately predicts all failures and successes.
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Table 2.2 Confusion matrix of the binary classification model
Model Classification (Prediction)
Positive (outcome= 1)

Negative (outcome= 0)

Positive (outcome= 1)

True Positive (TP)

False Negative (Zuckermann et al.)

Negative (outcome= 0)

False Positive (FP)

True Negative (TN)

Actual Classification

Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity can be defined as in Eqs. (9), (10), and (11) respectively.

Accuracy 

TP  TN
TP  TN  FP  FN

Sensitivity (recall) 

Specificity 

(9)

TP
TP  FN

(10)

TN
TN  FP

(11)

Building upon these metrics, Kubat and Matwin (1997) use the geometric mean (G-mean)
to measure the accuracy of each class as in Eq. (12) [41]

G  mean 

TP
TN
.
TP  FN TN  FP

(12)

On the other hand, a receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve is a technique that is
used to visualize and select the classifiers based on their performance. It is commonly used in the
medical decision-making literature for diagnostic testing and evaluating the performance of
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prediction models. ROC graph is indeed a rate between true positives (sensitivity) over false
positives (1-specificity) for a possible set of cut points. AUC for ROC graph is used for overall
performance of the model [42]. AUC provides an overall summary of diagnostic accuracy; which
corresponds to one for perfect accuracy, and 0.5 for random chance as pictorially depicted in
Figure 2.4 Thus, any model with an AUC under 0.5 should be discarded since its prediction is
worse than the random chance of 50% for two-class prediction as in the case of this study.
The dataset used in this analysis is imbalanced in that it contains fairly more “failures” than
“successes.” In such cases, the AUC metric is considered to be more informative, thus it is more
preferable to the overall accuracy metric for imbalanced datasets. Therefore, in our analyses, the
AUC metric is employed as the primary criterion to compare models used in this study. However,
the other performance measure results are also provided for completion while evaluating the
performance of BBN model [43].
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Figure 2.4 Receiver operator characteristics curve

2.4 Experimental results and discussion
In this study, the proposed variable selection method based on EN is used and its results
are compared against some other popular variable selection methods such as regression, decision
tree models, and artificial neural networks.
Probabilistic prediction model is the last stage in the proposed decision analytic framework
in which the BBN is built. Variable set from the previous step is utilized to build the network.
TAN is deployed for learning the structure of the prediction model. In the proposed methodology,
the stratified 10-fold cross validation approach is used to compare the performance of the different
models. In this method, the entire dataset is divided into 10 (distinct) subsets in a way that each
subset contains approximately the same proportion of predictor labels as the entire dataset. The
rationale behind using 10-fold cross validation method are; (1) 10-folds generate an ideal balance
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between performance and the time required to run the folds and (2) stratifying the folds tend to
provide comparison results with lower bias and variance when compared to the ones without
stratification [44].
The final dataset of 105,344 appointments includes a binary response variable (show vs.
no-show) and 18 prediction variables. R-studio, Netica, Hugin and SPSS modeler software are
used to process the dataset and create prediction models.
In this section, the following items are presented and their results are discussed: 1) EN
results for different tuning parameters, 2) set of variables in one square error tolerance via EN, 3)
comparison of common variable selection methods with the proposed one, 4) proposed BBN, 5)
comparison of different prediction models with the proposed one, and 6) sensitivity analysis of
variables to predict a no-show event.
In the EN, selected variables would vary based on the alpha value. The goal is to select
variables as in the Lasso case, but by removing any degeneracies or unwanted extreme selection
due to strong correlations [30]. In regression, variables are treated as numerical and therefore,
dummy variables are used to represent categorical variables. Dummy variable is an artificial
variable that can be used to represent two or more categories/levels numerically [45].
The minimum CV-MSE is calculated for varying  values (0.33, 0.66, and 0.99) and
assigning  =0.33. Figure 2.5 shows the plot for visualization of coefficients, where  = 0.9. In
this plot, each curve represents a variable (including dummy ones) and shows the changes in the
coefficients with regard to different  values and right dotted line shows the number of selected
variables (including dummy ones) within one standard deviation of minimum CV-MSE.
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Figure 2.5 Changes in the coefficients by different lambda values, where alpha= 0.99

Figure 2.6 shows the CV-MSE curve (red dotted line) and one standard deviation bars, whereas
left dotted line represents the minimum CV-MSE value among different  values. Right line
shows the number of variables within one standard deviation, which gives the most regularized
model.
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Figure 2.6 CV-MSE curve (red dotted line) and one standard deviation bars

The Lasso regression has the minimum value in terms of number of variables including dummy
ones. However, none of the corresponding categorical variables is eliminated. For instance,
“month” has 12 variables including dummy ones (January, February …) and in Lasso only June
and August are selected as significant factors. However, “month” is kept as in the actual variable
set. Number of corresponding variables within one standard deviation is decreased dramatically.
Since one of the goals here is feature selection, by sacrificing one standard deviation on squared
error, more elimination in terms of number of variables is realized and the outcome results are
tabulated in Table 2.3. This table shows number of variables including dummy ones,
corresponding categorical variables with CV-MSE minimized, and corresponding categorical
variables within one standard deviation for different alpha values.
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Table 2.3 Number of variables for varying alpha values
0
(Ridge)

0.33

0.66

0.99

1
(Lasso)

Number of variables
including dummy ones

67

55

54

52

48

Number of variables

18

18

18

18

18

Number of variables
within one standard
deviation

18

13

12

11

15

Alpha

A set of variables that appears in all EN models with varying alpha values is chosen as the reduced
set of variables in our model. The final predictors set has 10 variables: appointment start time, lead
time, duration, month, patient age at appointment, appointment with sibling, appointment reason,
family no-show history, number of times seen by appointed provider, and the number of different
providers served. These are shown in Table 2.4 with different alpha value after one squared
relaxation.
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Table 2.4 Variables selected by EN with different tuning parameters

Tuning parameter (alpha)
Variables

0 (Ridge)

0.33

0.66

0.99

1 (Lasso)

Appointment start time

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Patient age at appointment

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment duration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment lead time

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment reason

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Family history of no-show

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of visits by patient

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of times seen by that provider

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment after holiday

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment month

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Appointment day

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Geographical poverty level

Yes

No

No

No

No

Appointment with sibling

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Appointment before holiday

Yes

No

No

No

No

Number of appointments by patient

Yes

No

No

No

No

Number of providers have been served

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Distance to clinic

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Gender

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
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Our proposed variable selection results are compared against different models in the literature.
These models are stepwise regression forward and backward selection, classification and
regression tree (C&RT), Chi-squared automatic interaction detection (CHAID), and artificial
neural network (ANN). The selected set of variables is used in BBN structure with k-fold cross
validation and the performance values are compared. A comparison of selected variables by
aforementioned models is shown in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5 Variable selection by various models
Variables
Appointment start time
Patient age
Appointment lead time
Appointment duration
Appointment reason
Family history of no-show
Number of visits by patient
Number of times seen by provider
Appointment after holiday
Appointment month
Appointment day
Geographical poverty level
Appointment with sibling
Appointment before holiday
Number of appointments by patient
Number of providers have been
served
Distance to clinic
Gender
Number of variables
AUC
Accuracy
G-mean

Stepwise Regression
Proposed
Forward
Backward
EN
Selection Selection
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

10
0.691
0.741
0.648

Decision Tree
C&RT
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Artificial
Neural
CHAID Network
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
Yes
14
0.690
0.736
0.634

No
Yes
14
0.690
0.736
0.634

Yes
No
11
0.682
0.724
0.637

No
Yes
14
0.690
0.736
0.636

Yes
No
13
0.684
0.724
0.637
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Proposed EN with Bayesian has an AUC value of 0.691. When cross-validated average
values of performance metrics are considered for different models against the proposed
framework, this current proposed model performs as good as stepwise regression and CHAID
decision tree and better than C&RT and ANN models. Moreover, our methodology has superiority
of having fewer variables, which is essential for data analytic approaches.
By employing the TAN with 10-fold cross validation, an average AUC score of 0.691 was
obtained. It is worth noting that the main goal of this study is not to compare the performance of
BBN model with other prediction models, but rather to uncover the conditional relations between
the predictors and understand the individual predictors for pediatric patients’ no-shows.
Additionally, it is interesting to see that the proposed BBN model with EN outperformed the BBN
with no variable selection method, decision tree model (QUEST), logistic regression, and neural
network model in terms of the AUC metric (our main evaluation criterion) and accuracy as in
Table 2.6. The overall results (based on the AUC, Accuracy, and G-mean) demonstrate that the
proposed BBN with EN is a valid methodology for predicting “no-shows”.
Table 2.6 Comparison of prediction models performance

Performance
Measures

BBN
Proposed
Decision
without
Logistic
BBN
Tree
variable
Regression
with EN
(QUEST)
selection

ANN

AUC

0.691

0.686

0.560

0.686

0.684

Accuracy

0.743

0.733

0.741

0.720

0.721

G-mean

0.648

0.629

0.690

0.667

0.670
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TAN provides an understanding of the relationships between each predictor and the
outcome, and the contribution of inter-variable relations to the probability of each outcome. The
final causal network yielded from the analyses is pictorially depicted in Figure 2.7. Recall that an
arrow from a predictor (Parente et al.) to another (child) implies that the impact of the child
predictor on the “Outcome” is dependent on the value of the parent.
From Figure 2.7 as retrieved from the Bayesian belief network, several relationships can
be identified which make intuitive sense. For example, “appointment lead time” and “appointment
reason” have causal relationship that acute visits lead times are generally lower than other
appointment reasons and this relationship shown in the graph. The relationship between “the
number of times seen by this provider” and “the number of visits” is obvious since visit numbers
are highly correlated with number of times seen by that provider. “Appointment reason” is the
most inter-related predictor among other contributors. The fact that “Gender” has no difference
on no-show is another result that can be drawn as a conclusion in this study. The information
extracted from the BBN can be analyzed in a more detailed manner by domain experts. This study
can provide medical practitioners with significant insights on the factors that affect no-shows and
their interactions. Based on the TAN depicted in Figure 2.7, it is possible to calculate the patientspecific no-show that is defined as how likely (posterior-probability) the patient will not show up,
given the values for the 10 predictors.
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Figure 2.7 Bayesian belief network for no-show prediction
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Table 2.7 Sensitivity of findings for outcome (no-show)
Mutual
Information

Variables
Appointment lead time

0.03290

Family history of no-show

0.02971

Appointment reason

0.02181

Patient age at appointment

0.00915

Appointment duration

0.00448

Number of visits

0.00206

Appointment start time

0.00195

Number of times teen by that
provider
Appointment month

0.00137
0.00056
0.00004

Appointment after holiday

One of the benefits of constructing such a BBN model illustrating the interactions of causal factors
is to be able to systematically explore parameter uncertainty. BBN provides a useful means to
update the information available displaying how much the beliefs, mean value, etc. of the target
node could be influenced by a single finding at each of the other nodes in the net (each is called a
"findings node"). Sensitivity of findings table, i.e. Table 2.7, show that which variable provide the
best information about the presence of target class (no-show). It can be computed using the entropy
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function as follows: I = H(Q) - H(Q|F), where H(Q) is entropy of Q before findings and H(Q|F) is
entropy after findings. Further details about sensitivity to findings can be found in literature [46].
The likelihood of no-shows differs with the prediction variable status. Based on the given
information for the 10 selected variables about a patient, no show probability belief can be easily
updated with the model. To illustrate, for a particular patient with the following information


appointment was taken a month ago for pre-school age children



will be in December after holidays



will be between 1:15 PM and 1:30 PM,



with an appointment reason to follow up for chronic condition



and duration is 15 minutes



this visit will be the 4th visit for that patient and



first time the patient sees that provider



there is a family history of no show is 27%,

the probability of no-show is calculated as 46.7%. Some of the other random cases are
shown in Table 2.8.
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Table 2.8 Representation of “no-show” rates for random cases
Patient age at
Pre-school
appointment

Neonatal

Pre-school

Toddler

Infant

Appointment
after holiday

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Appointment
duration

15 min

15 min

45 min

30 min

45 min

Appointment
lead time

month

Same day

2 days

more than a
1 day
month

Appointment
month

December

December

September

May

July

Appointment
reason

Chronic
follow up

Acute

Well child

Acute

Acute
follow up

Appointment
start time

Between
12:00 PM
and 1:30
PM

Between
1:30 PM
and 3:00
PM

Between
9:00 AM
and 10:30
AM

Between
1:30 PM
and 3:00
PM

After 3:00
PM

Family
history of
no-show

27%

Missing

Missing

35%

Less than
1%

Number of
times teen by None
that provider

None

None

Once

More than
2

Number of
visits

4

1

1

3

11

No-show
rate

46.7%

7.6%

27.4%

49.8%

12.1%
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2.5 Conclusion and future research directions
The goal of this study is to present a decision analytic framework in order to predict the
no-show probability and to identify deriving risk factors and relationships amongst them. For this
purpose, a framework that includes a proposed variable selection via EN and probabilistic
prediction model with BBN (specifically TAN) is devised. Proposed hybrid probabilistic
prediction methodology is implemented in pediatrics by using a large dataset consists of 105,345
patient appointment records. Some of the questions addressed in this study can be summarized as
follows:
a. What are the important contributors for a no-show in pediatrics?
b. Can the data be used to extract the structure of the causal relations?
c. How can these predictors and causal relations between them be quantified and pictorially
visualized?
d. How can the performance of the probabilistic graphical network with pre-feature selection
be improved?
This study shows that the proposed data analytic methodology of probabilistic graphical
network with variable selection via EN outperforms the other methods such as the conventional
BBN. Furthermore, the causal relationships between important predictors are shown in the
graphical network along with the conditional probabilities. This framework can be implemented
as a part of decision making processes within the context of appointment scheduling.
A number of limitations in current analyses need to be mentioned. First of all, patient
insurance information is not included in this study. It can be investigated that Medicaid patients
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who lost their insurance tend to no-show. Second, to be comprehensive in analyses and to be
faithful to the literature various other models are used to compare the proposed variable selection
results. In literature, there are other methods to select prominent variables which can be added for
comparison. One limitation this study has can be attributed to the fact that TAN method was
utilized to structure the network and extract causal relations between predictors. It is also possible
to investigate other structural learning algorithms such as using dynamic programming and
Markov Chains Monte Carlo method [47].
In summary, this paper proposed a “generic” framework to predict the probability of noshow event in a pediatric setting. This study proved that variable selection before structuring the
probabilistic network has increased the performance of the predictive modeling. This probabilistic
model can be implemented in appointment scheduling for a robust system. Additionally, interrelations between variables provide insightful information for the domain experts to understand a
no-show event. This proposed framework can be flexibly extended to predict no-shows in other
clinics as well.
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CHAPTER 3
3. DYNAMIC OVERBOOKING MODELS WITH PREDICTED NO-SHOWS IN
PRIMARY CARE
Abstract
The objective of this study is to propose a new scheduling system at a primary care clinic by
implementing no-show prediction based dynamic overbooking strategies. Prediction findings
provided in Chapter 2, no-show prediction model, gives insight for this study. Our goal is to
integrate no-show prediction findings into scheduling for effective dynamic overbooking. In other
words, how can we improve the overbooking if we know the no-show probability for each
appointment? Two main questions will be answered based on the predicted no-show information:
i) What is the right number to overbook or overbooking level in each session (dynamic vs static
level), and ii) What is the right overbooking time policy (dynamic time vs static time)? This study
compares results for different scenarios by using discrete event simulation. Proposed dynamic
models perform better than the static model (reference scenario) in terms of provider overtime,
idle-time and patient waiting time.
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3.1 Introduction
Primary care clinics are generally designed to be the first point of contact that introduce
patients to the healthcare services. According to American Academy of Family Physicians
(AAFP), primary care covers large spectrum of services including: health promotion, health
maintenance, preventative care, acute care, chronic care, and education [1]. Compared to the
specialty services, scheduling in primary care is challenging due to its inherent multidimensional
service coverage and resulting higher potential for variability. In other words, primary care
practices have a higher potential for variability in the following dimensions of scheduling:
attendance (show vs no-show), appointment type (acute vs well care vs new patient), service
duration (15 vs 30 vs 45 minutes), patient punctuality, and scheduling type (walk-ins vs long lead
time). Among these dimensions of scheduling, medical appointment attendance, especially noshows (i.e., not showing up to the appointment without a cancellation), receives special attention
from the healthcare providers.
No-shows are vital for healthcare clinics given their potential to reduce financial and
efficiency performance. According to the Harvard Business Review, such inefficiency can cost
more than $150 billion per year for U.S. economy [2]. The rate of no-shows may increase by 50%
depending on the location, clinic, and demographic factors [3]. In pediatrics, the rate is between
15% and 30%, which can drop considerably in private practices due to potential sanctions [4]. Noshows interrupts a clinic’s daily revenue by generating no or minimal revenue gain (e.g., a noshow fee) from a scheduled time slot despite allocation of resources to this particular time slot.
Furthermore, missed appointments could also, indirectly, stimulate long appointment lead times,
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lower quality of care, and patient dissatisfaction [5, 6]. Given these inefficiencies caused by noshows, scheduling studies without no-show information is incomplete and not effective.
There are mechanisms that can be utilized to reduce no-shows. For example, patients’ noshow behavior can be changed by charging no-show fees (sanctions). However, this approach may
limit the low-income patients’ access to care; thus, it is not a desirable way to handle no-shows
[7]. Reminders and education are other approaches for changing patient behavior, but their effect
is limited on reducing the no-show rate [8-10]. Scheduling methods such as overbooking and short
lead-time scheduling are alternative ways to handle the no-show problem [11]. However, without
robust knowledge of the no-show prediction, the waiting times generally increase due to the
scheduling collisions [3]. Therefore, it is challenging to manage no-shows without creating
negative effects on other areas such as revenue, waiting times, patient satisfaction and access to
care. The relationship between no-shows and overbooking practices has been investigated by the
industry and many researchers [6, 12-14]. However, few attempts have been made to incorporate
individual patient’s behavior, i.e., probability of no-show, in predicting the no-show rates and
developing overbooking strategies [15, 16]. Thus far, existing models have tended to focus on
historical data and prediction models to generate overbooking strategies in a one size-fits-all
approach. However, it remains unclear whether more customized approach that takes historical
data, current appointment information and patient’s features into consideration would generate
better predictive models.
In this article, we propose a scheduling mechanism for primary care clinics by considering
predicted individual no-show rate for each appointment. The aim of the present paper is to utilize
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simulation models that incorporate individual patients’ no-show probabilities for each appointment
in developing dynamic overbooking strategies. In additional sensitivity analyses, we aim to extend
this study by incorporating the effects of service time on no-show rates.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The next section reviews the relevant
literature. Section 3 describes our methodology and model primitives. In section 4, we present an
experimental design and model parameters. Section 5 reports the results and findings with
extended sensitivity analysis. In section 6, we discuss results and limitations and conclude with
ideas for future research.
3.2 Literature review
There are a significant number of studies on appointment scheduling in the literature
including several review papers that define no-shows as a challenging factor needs to be addressed
for effective scheduling [6, 12]. In this study we focus on mitigating negative impacts of no-shows
with overbooking practice. We focus into two different types of no-show overbooking:
homogenous no-show rate and heterogeneous no-show rate. Homogenous no-show studies use an
aggregated rate for all patients but heterogeneous studies consider individual patient characteristics
and use no-show rates that reflect patient specific factors. There is a nice comparison by Zeng et
al. (2012) and Zacharias and Pinedo (2014) that evaluates both types of strategies [15, 17].
Kaandarp and Koole (2007) study outpatient appointment scheduling and consider
exponential service time and homogenous no-show rates. They observe that if no-show rate
increases, mean waiting time, idle time and tardiness increase as well [18]. Robinson and Chen
(2010) compare traditional and open-access scheduling with variability on number of patients
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while considering homogenous no-show rate. They show that open-access policy performs better
than traditional scheduling unless the no-show rate is less than 5% [19]. In a simulation study,
homogenous no-shows cost is estimated in endoscopy suites and find that the awaited net profit is
dropped significantly due to no-shows when average no-show rate is 18% for all patients [14].
Despite the interesting findings of these studies, homogenous no-show rate is problematic due to
couple reasons. First, each individual has different behavior especially when appointment
punctuality is considered. Second, studies show that no-show behavior has correlations with
appointment factors such as appointment month, day, time and lead time [19] which is not
considered in homogenous studies.
Second group of studies consider heterogeneous no-show rate, which is more relevant to
our current work. Muthuraman and Lawley (2007) consider “each calling patient has a no-show
probability”, and based on the attributes -historical data- categorize them into groups (three groups
with no show rates 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) [13]. In a different study, simulation and nonlinear
regression is utilized to provide an open source scheduling tool for health care managers [20].
Their study proposes a universal rule for appointment scheduling by considering different levels
of no-shows and walk-ins. Another study considers variation in show rates by appointment slot
(time of appointment) during the day and designs an analytic appointment overbooking model. A
near optimal solution in their study emphasizes that the performance of the “slot–by-slot” show
rate model has more potential to provide significantly better performance values than average show
rates in terms of provider overtime, idle-time and patient waiting time [21]. Appointment lead time
is used as a function of no-show rate in an optimization model where Markov decision process is
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utilized [22]. Samorani and LaGanga (2014) use appointment characteristics to predict the noshow rate and utilize the day-dependent no-show rate for their appointment scheduling problem
[16]. They also perform a simulation test to validate their results. Data driven studies found that
no-show rate depends on patient characteristics (age, gender, race, etc.), and appointment related
factors (day, time, lead time, etc.) [3, 23-25]. In addition, our recent data analytic paper shows that
patient-provider bond is an important factor for no-show behavior [26]. Thus, no-show rate may
be different for each appointment. The research that has tended to focus on no-show rate based on
patient characteristics, historical [13, 20] and appointment information [16] are incomplete. There
is a need for scheduling policy to close the gap between theory and findings. In summary, to best
of our knowledge no overbooking study considers an individual no-show rate for each appointment
and considers different aspect of prediction of a no-show behavior.
3.3 Appointment scheduling model
No-shows have a critical role in appointment scheduling system. Overbooking is a common
practice to ease the negative effect of no-shows. Conceptual architecture of overbooking system
has four components: i) historical database, ii) prediction engine, iii) scheduling engine, and iv)
outcome as depicted in Figure 3.1. Information flow in this concept as following: prediction model
processes information from historical data and scheduling engine to produce no-show rates for
each appointment. Scheduler utilizes predictions to build an effective overbooking strategy.
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Figure 3.1 Conceptual architecture of overbooking system
Purpose of the prediction engine is to create a model with the information from historical
data and produce appointment no-show prediction rate based on the scheduling information. A few
no-show prediction examples can be find in the literature including our previous study [26]. In line
with the insights from the literature, a three stage decision analytic methodology is proposed: data
preparation, variable selection, and predictive model development and validation as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. Data preparation is the first stage, where the data obtained from a local pediatric
primary care clinic, and prepared for the study. Stage 2 includes variable selection methodology
which has six steps and employs proposed Elastic Net (EN) regression. In stage 3, possible
predictor set is deployed into the Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) model and performance is
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compared with prediction methods available in the literature. Each of the three stages is explained
in details in the following subsections.

Figure 3.2 Prediction model framework
The dataset contains four major groups of prediction variables including; demographical and
socio-economic information about patients, current appointment scheduling information, past
appointment attendance information, and variables represent patient-provider bond. The outcome
is the no-show rate for each appointment scheduled event.
In variable selection, we capture the prominent factors and causal inter-relations among
these factors affecting the no-shows in a pediatrics clinic. It provides a clear depiction of variable
selection and interactions between the causes, utilizing the EN to eliminate improper/noisy
variables and select relevant variables for the prediction.
Finally, after pruning the search space, inter-relations between selected predictors and noshows are structured by utilizing a tree-augmented Bayesian network (TAN) learning algorithm.
Final Bayesian prediction model is a user friendly interface where appointment and patient
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information is used as input and no-show prediction rate is provided as an output for each
appointment (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Probabilistic no-show prediction network
Scheduling engine produces appointments based on the patient preference and availability.
More importantly, overbooking level and strategy is decided by using appointment no-show
prediction. Based on the appointment made or not with other performance values the outcome and
efficiency is determined.
No-show behavior of the patient is difficult to predict and yet little research has focused on
using heterogeneous no-show rate in the scheduling process. Our study is the second phase of the
scheduling architecture, where appointment no-show prediction output is utilized in the scheduling
policy. We study to prove that through the use of advanced data analytic models and big data
sources robust prediction estimations can be done and this predicted rate can be used in the
scheduling mechanism.
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We model a primary care clinic, where the scheduler can decide the overbooking policy
and level. Patients arrival to single provider is appointment basis and punctual. Overbooking level
is decided after the regular (non-overbooked) patients are scheduled since no-show probability of
the appointment is a function of appointment information along with patient characteristics and
patient provider bond. Scheduling model is validated and compared with the literature by discrete
event simulation. In the following sections, scheduling model, including simulation steps, is
described.
3.3.1 Overbooking and no-shows
Various overbooking strategies are defined in appointment scheduling literature and
summarized in a review paper [12]. Berg et al. (2013) proved that equally distributed overbooking
strategy outperforms random, all in the first hour, and equally distributed in the morning strategies
for a fixed no-show rate [14].
Cayirli and Veral (2003) grouped appointment rules in terms of three variables; block size,
begin block, and interval (fixed vs variable) [12]. In this study, five new overbooking rules
(strategies) are discussed along with the equally distributed reference strategy. We consider
overbooking time (pre-determined or static vs dynamic) and overbooking level (static vs dynamic)
and as the basis for different strategies: Static time- static level (STSL), static time- dynamic level
(STDL), dynamic time- static level (DTSL), dynamic time- dynamic level (DTDL).
STSL is the reference policy that Berg et al. suggested and defined in previous studies with
different names such as variable block/ fixed interval [12, 14]. Reference policy considers a fixed
number of patients each session including overbooked ones. The overbooking level is calculated
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with the long term average no-show and walk-in rate. Cayirli et al. (2012), introduce a formula to
calculate number of patients scheduled by Eq. (3.1):
N

T
,
(1  Pn  Pw)

(3.1)

where N is the number of patients scheduled, T is the target number to serve Pn is the average
clinic no-show rate and Pw is the probability of walk-ins [20].
Proposed policies considers each appointment has a different no-show rate such that the
overbooking level at each session should be dynamically updated based on the scheduled
appointments. Bayesian probabilistic appointment no-show prediction model provides a no-show
probability based on patient characteristics, appointment information, historical data and patient
provider relationship [26]. In this model, the appointment no-show probabilities are known and
overbooking level and time can be updated based on this information. We update Cayirli et al.
(2012) formula to a session dependent case as in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3):

Nj 

Tj
, and
(1   j )

(3.2)

 j  Pn j  Pw j ,

(3.3)

In Eq. (2), T j is the target number to serve for session “j” and,  j is the “update rate”, where
Pn j  (0,1) the probability of no-shows for session “j” and Pw j  (0,1) the probability of walk-ins

for session “j”. Different strategies to calculate Pn j is discussed in experimental design. To
illustrate the effect of individual no-show information, we first consider a case where walk-ins are
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not considered and yet analysis of the walk-ins case is included in future work. Overbooking level
(k) can be easily calculated by Eq. (3.4) or Eq. (3.5);
k  ( N j  T j ) or,

k

(3.4)

T j * j
(1   j )

(3.5)

where k  [0, n] , and n depends on the no-shows and walk-ins which can be varies by clinic
location and type.
First, since the no-show probability is known for each patient, the update rate can be
calculated by using the session-average as in Eq. (3.6) with no walk-ins is:
(3.6)

 j  PN j
The session probability is calculated as in Eq. (3.7):
j

PN j  Avg ( Pi j )   i 1 Pi j T ,
T

(3.7)

Pi j is the probability of no-show for patient “i” in session “j”. Thus number of overbooked patients

is shown in Eq. (3.8):

k



T
j 1

Pji

(3.8)

[(1  Avg ( Pji )]

Second, instead of using average, median can be utilized for session probability to prevent
distortion effects of outliers as PN j  Median( Pi j ) and k is calculated by Eq. (3.9):

k

T j * Median( Pji )

(3.9)

[1  Median( Pji )]
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3.3.2 Performance measures
Four main performance measures are considered in this study as in literature; average
waiting time for a patient (AWAIT), provider total overtime/ session (TOVER), provider total idle
time/ session (TIDLE) and number of patients seen/ session (NUM) [5, 12, 14, 21, 27, 28].
In a regular session, some patients can come earlier or late. For early patients, waiting time
is calculated as the time between appointment and consultation start, regardless of arrival time.
For late patients, it is the time between arrival and provider time starts, regardless of the
appointment time. AWAIT is the average waiting time for patients.
Overtime occurs when provider works after regular hours and calculated as time between
last scheduled patient leave and regular working hours end. Each day, 2 types of overtime can
occur; after 12:00 AM, and after 4:30 PM. TOVER is calculated by dividing total overtime in a
session to the number of patients seen. TIDLE is the average idle time per patient. At the end of
each session, NUM is calculated based on the patients that show up their appointment and
consulted by the provider.
Our goal is to find AWAIT, TOVER, TIDLE and NUM for each scenario and compare
based on the simulation outcome. As a general rule: overtime cost 50% more than idle time, we
can summarize a cost function as proposed in Cayirli et al. where AOVER is average overtime for
provider per patient and AIDLE is the average idle time for provider per patient. Decision makers
can find the trade-off among these cost values as in Eq. 3.10:
Total Cost = Cp *( AWAIT )  Cd *[(1.5* AOVER)  AIDLE]
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(3.10)

where C p is the patient`s waiting time cost/ minute and Cd is the provider`s idle time cost/ minute
[29].
3.3.3 Scheduling process and patient flow
We consider a pediatric clinic where patients are scheduled over the next days and no walkin allowed. Patients call for an appointment and assigned to the provider based on availability and
preference. Most patients show on their appointment time, others do not and these are called noshows (27% on average). In a regular weekday clinic providers work 2 sessions (or blocks), where
each session takes 3.5 hours. Providers start seeing patients at 8:30 AM up until the lunch break,
12:00 AM for the morning sessions. Afternoon hours scheduled between 1:00 PM and 4:30 PM
for afternoon sessions. Providers must finish serving all patients that show up. if providers work
after hours it is considered as overtime. Appointment length is allocated based on the appointment
reason (acute, well-being, new patient or follow-up). Many appointment lengths in pediatric
primary clinics are grouped in increments of "fifteen minutes" (i.e., 15, 30, and 45) [30]. Most of
the visits are fall into well-being or health maintenance (HMV) category and are scheduled for 30
minutes. Usually, acute and follow-up visits schedule to 15 minutes and new patients or longer
HMV visits are scheduled to 45 minutes time slots. In current setting, the overbooking system is
based on the average no-show rate (homogenous-long period average) where each day same
number of patients are given appointments including overbookings. Overbooked patients
scheduled based on a fixed schedule.
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In the proposed setting, the overbooking depends on the each patients` no-show rate.
Number of patients to be scheduled (or overbooking level) is calculated for each session and can
be different between sessions given that no-show rates varies between appointments.
We consider 30 minutes time slots where patients are punctual, arrive on time, and check
in with the registration desk. After arrival, the patient meets with the provider whenever provider
is available. Even though, providers may raise their service rates if the queue size builds up, we
assume service times as independent; identically distributed with a lognormal distribution and a
mean and standard deviation obtained from the data. Lognormal service rates are best fit when
compared to the other distributions [31]. Cayirli et al. (2008) also find the lognormal distribution
is a good fit for service time in appointment scheduling based on the Kolmogorov- Smirnov test
results [5].
3.3.4 Simulation model
Simulation is a common tool for outpatient scheduling due to the various disadvantages
that may involve from the use of real data such as cost, complexity and time. Discrete event
simulation allows us to model various scenarios for measuring the effect of no-shows. Studies in
healthcare are utilized simulation as a tool to limit the time consuming experimentation and
evaluate different settings. As several literature reviews indicate [32, 33], simulations can be
performed in various settings such as operating rooms [34, 35], emergency departments [28, 36],
and, pediatric emergency departments [37].
This study uses discrete event simulation to design the pediatric clinic appointment
scheduling system with Arena 14.70. Simulation model considers appointment dependent no-show
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rate, each patient has a specific no-show rate for an appointment based on the predication results,
and a data analytic appointment no-show prediction engine. Model uses single server with
exponentially distributed arrivals. No walk-ins are allowed and all arrivals are served. In the basic
model, patient classification is not considered and yet further model explain the effect of different
class of patients. We assume doctors are punctual and no break in service. In real life, doctor may
decrease the service time based on the queue length, however, we consider normal distribution as
suggested by the studies [12].
3.4 Experimental design and scenarios
Our goal is to understand the current procedure and improve it by using no-show
information. Recall that each session, the number of scheduled patients can be different based on
the no-show rates for each appointment. We consider no-show probability is known for
appointments after scheduled. In the clinic, first scheduler fills each time slot with nonoverbooking patients before overbooking decision is made. In this study, design of simulation
models aim to solve two main questions about the overbooking concept; I) find the right
overbooking number for a particular session, and II) find the right appointment schedule for
overbooking patients. To simulate the effect of our overbooking concept, we create no-show rates
from a distribution after assigning to the time slot. In an earlier study, no-show prediction model
was utilized as the source of the data [26] . No-show probabilities are fit in distributions as seen in
Table 3.1. Best fitted distribution is considered as the no-show probability assignment in the
model. According to the prediction model [26] data, triangular distribution is utilized (TRIA (0,
0.185, 0.55)) for the assignment.
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Service time is structured with using lognormal distribution as discussed in Chapter 3.3.
We consider normal mean and standard deviation as in face-to-face length of care for HMVestablished patients by Uner et al. (2013) and converted to the lognormal distribution (Table 3.2)
[30].
Table 3.1 Distributions for no-show probabilities
Function

Sq. Error

Function

Sq. Error Function

Sq. Error

Triangular

0.000723 Erlang

0.00154 Weibull

0.00516

Beta

0.000927

Normal

0.00177

0.00745

Lognormal

0.00314 Exponential

Gamma

0.00144

Uniform

0.014

Our goal is to find the best overbooking strategy with multi-aspect performance measure. Studies
use various valuation for the cost function [12, 14]. We would like to show comparison between
scenarios in terms of the total cost function. Total cost is calculated using AOVER, AIDLE and
AWAIT values. Rate between cost of provider and cost of patient is utilized in the total cost
function. For simplification purpose, cost of patient is considered as one unit. In our main cost
figure, we utilize an approximation of Berg et al. (2013), 25, as the rate between cost values, Cd/Cp
[14]. In a sensitivity analysis, the effect of different rate values is investigated from 1 to 100.
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Table 3.2 Lognormal distribution parameters
Lognormal (minutes)
Normal mean
Normal standard
deviation
20.6
8.4
3.4.1 Scenarios
Long term average no-show rate is 0.273. Static overbooking level is calculated with the
long term average by using Eq. 1. Static overbooking time slots are performed according to the
findings from Berg et al. and summarized in Table 3.3 [14].
Table 3.3 Static (pre-determined) overbooking time slots
Overbooki
ng level (k)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Time slots for overbooking for
morning sessions
8:30
8:30 and 10:30
8:30, 10:00, 11:30
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30
8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 10:30, 11:30
8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30
8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00,
11:30

Time slots for overbooking for
afternoon sessions
13:00
13:00 and 15:00
13:00 , 14:30, 16:00
13:00, 14:00, 15:00, 16:00
13:00, 13:30, 14:00, 14:30, 15:30
13:00, 13:30, 14:00, 15:0, 15:30, 16:00
13:00, 13:30, 14:00, 14:30, 15:00,
15:30, 16:00

Dynamic overbooking level is computed for each session by Equations 8 and 9 (mean and median).
Dynamic overbooking time is performed based on the assigned no-show probability where first
overbooking patient assigned to the max no-show slot. Six scenarios are performed and compared
including the reference one (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 Scenarios
Overbooking slots
(time)
Static

Dynamic

Overbooking
level
Static
Dynamic-Mean
Dynamic-Median
Static
Dynamic-Mean
Dynamic-Median

STSL (Reference
scenario)
STDL-Mean
STDL-Median
DTSL
DTDL-Mean
DTDL-Median

3.5 Results and sensitivity analysis
Simulation experiments results provide several important findings that can be helpful for
scheduling and overbooking. First, DTSL is the best scenario in terms of the total cost function.
Dynamic levels with median is slightly better than mean values (Figure 3.4). Second dynamic
overbooking level has lower values when compared to the static ones in terms of provider overtime
and patient waiting time. In contrast provider idle time is decreased in static overbooking level.
Third, target value for average number of patients seen/ session can be achieved thru implementing
dynamic overbooking level (Figure 3.5).
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248
243

244

243

DTDL-Mean

DTDL-Median

UNIT COST

239

216

STSL

STDL-Mean

STDL-Median

DTSL

Figure 3.4 Total unit cost for various scenarios
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Average number of patients seen/ session
7.5

STSL
(Reference
scenario)

7.5
7.0

7.0

STDL-Mean

STDL-Median

DTSL

7.1

7.0

DTDL-Mean

DTDL-Median

Figure 3.5 Average number of patients seen per session
Table 3.5 summarizes key performance values for the study. No single scenario dominates others
with respect to the three performance values. Average session overtime is the worst in reference
scenario (STSL), 8.87 minutes, and followed by the other static overbooking level scenario
(DTSL), 6.25 minutes. The best values are seen in STDL scenarios and median values are better
than mean ones in terms of the overtime. Idle-time is lowest in DTSL and highest in DTDL-Mean
and STDL-Mean. Average patient waiting time is high in static overbooking level scenarios and
low in dynamic-mean scenarios.
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Table 3.5 Performance values for various scenarios
Overbooking
time

Overbooking
level
Static

Static

Dynamic

TOVER
(minutes/
patient)
Mean (SD)
8.87 ( 12.29 )

Dynamic-Mean 4.26 ( 9.41 )

TIDLE
(minutes/
patient)
Mean (SD)
59.17 ( 31.18 )

AWAIT
(minutes/
patient)
Mean (SD)
7.53 ( 5.72 )

60.19 ( 29.56 )

6.18 ( 5.28 )

DynamicMedian

3.38 ( 7.28 )

59.83 ( 29.59 )

6.53 ( 5.68 )

Static

6.25 ( 11.31 )

53.16 ( 30.3 )

7.84 ( 7.09 )

60.56 ( 27.45 )

5.79 ( 5.8 )

59.7 ( 29.54 )

6.01 ( 6.54 )

Dynamic-Mean 4.76 ( 10.46 )
DynamicMedian

4.67 ( 10.97 )

Overbooking level in dynamic scenarios exhibits values from 1 to 6. In each session at least one
overbooking patient is scheduled. Most of the overbookings take values 2 and 3, very few goes to
5 and 6. Median scenarios has higher variability then mean ones (Figure 3.6).
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Dynamic- median
6
5
4
3
2
1

1
16
31
46
61
76
91
106
121
136
151
166
181
196
211
226
241
256
271
286
301
316
331
346
361
376
391
406
421
436
451
466
481
496
511

0

OVERBOOKING LEVEL

Dynamic- mean

Figure 3.6 Overbooking level variation in by simulation session
3.5.1 Sensitivity analysis
We extend our study to evaluate sensitivity on service rate and cost rate (Cd C p )
variations. Studies in the literature suggest that lognormal distribution has the best fit for the
service rate [12, 20]. We compared various percentiles of lognormal service rates where a certain
percentage of values fall below that percentile. For instance 10% indicates that 10% of the service
times are greater than the mean; and 90% of the service times are less than the mean value.
Percentiles and corresponding normal values used in lognormal distribution are shown in Table
3.6.
Table 3.6 Mean and standard deviation values for corresponding percentile
Percentile (%)
10
25
50
75
90

Mean (minutes)
9.8
15
20.6
26.3
31.3
66

SD (minutes)
4
6.1
8.4
10.7
12.8

Figures 3.7 - 3.9 illustrate various lognormal service rates based on the different percentiles.
Results indicates that clinic performance declines with increasing service rate, which is consistent
with the literature [11]. In Figure 3.7, provider overtime increases with the service rate regardless
of the scenario. The worst scenarios are STSL and DTSL where the best ones are STDL scenarios.

10%

25%

50%

MINUTES

53.5

90%

52.0

36.1

40.9

39.2

35.0

26.1

24.0
15.5

14.4

4.3
0.9
0.1
STDL-Mean

3.4
0.4
0.0
STDL-Median

8.9
1.9
0.1
STSL

75%

6.2
0.8
0.1
DTSL

17.0

18.3

4.8
0.9
0.1
DTDL-Mean

4.7
0.8
0.0
DTDL-Median

Figure 3.7 Provider overtime for various service rates/ session

In Figure 3.8, provider idle-time is the opposite of overtime in general. Idle-time decreases with
the increase of service rate. DTSL has the lowest value for all service levels. When service rate
is high, DTDL scenarios perform better than STDL ones. In low service rates mean scenarios
performs slightly better than median ones.
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MINUTES

10%

25%

50%

75%

121.4

121.7

121.7

90.4

90.9

90.8

59.2

60.2

59.8

36.4
27.6

36.6

36.0

24.7

24.4

32.7
25.6

STSL

STDL-Mean

STDL-Median

DTSL

116.9

84.1

53.2

90%
121.2

120.5

90.6

89.7

60.6

59.7

37.5

38.0

26.8

27.5

DTDL-Mean

DTDL-Median

Figure 3.8 Provider idle-time for various service rates/ session

Similarly in Figure 3.9, waiting time with different service rates are illustrated. Waiting time
profile is similar to overtime and best scenarios are shown as the dynamic overbooking level ones.
Dissimilarly, idle-time mean scenarios perform better than median ones.
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10%
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90%

32.4

30.6
24.1
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75%

24.8

24.1

25.0

12.7

13.5

17.4

16.4
13.2

13.7

3.8
2.2

6.2
3.1
1.7

6.5
3.2
1.8

3.5
1.8

5.8
2.7
1.5

6.0

STSL

STDL-Mean

STDL-Median

DTSL

DTDL-Mean

DTDL-Median

7.5

7.8

2.7
1.4

Figure 3.9 Average patient waiting time in each session

Figure 3.10 shows the total unit cost comparison for different cost rates. STSL results with the
highest cost for all rates. When the cost rate (Cd C p )  5 considered, DTSL consistently provides
lowest cost. For dynamic level scenarios, median scenarios are slightly better than the mean ones.
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53
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15

53
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STDL-Mean
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DTSL
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216

Figure 3.10 Total unit cost for various cost rates (Provider time cost/ patient time cost)
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3.6 Discussion and conclusion
Probabilistic nature of the scheduling environment can be practically simulated under
alternative scenarios. Then these scenarios can be compared in terms of the performance measures.
In this study, we investigate dynamic overbooking strategies to overcome the no-show problem by
performing discrete event simulation models. Two overbooking questions are addressed: 1) should
overbooking level be dynamic or static, and 2) whether overbooking time is pre-determined or
dynamically decided based on the appointment no-show prediction.
We tested six different scenarios including the reference, static (pre-determined) time static
level. These scenarios are combination of overbooking time (static vs dynamic) and overbooking
level (static vs dynamic by mean vs dynamic by median). The results indicated that all alternatives
improve the reference scenario. The best scenario is dynamic time static level, where overbooking
time is structured in terms of no-show probability of the appointment and overbooking level is a
fixed number. Scenarios are ordered in terms of the total cost function: (1) Dynamic time static
level, (2) Static time dynamic level-median, (3) Static time dynamic level-mean, (4) Dynamic time
dynamic level-median, (5) Dynamic time dynamic level-mean and, (6) Static time static level.
In this article, we consider predicted individual no-show rate for each appointment and
present a scheduling mechanism for primary care clinics. This study provides insights for decision
makers in primary care appointment scheduling. Dynamic overbooking policies can be
implemented in the appointment system for better outcome. Instead of overbooking at the same
hour for each day, no-show prediction based, dynamic time model can provide less scheduling
collisions.
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3.7 Limitations and future works
There are several limitations of this study. First, we utilized single server simulation and
consider provider time as the basis for our model. Single server is a common way to model the
primary care or ambulatory care appointment simulations, since a provider does not share patients
to maintain continuity of care. Also provider is the main resource in primary care thus considering
provider time as the only resource would lead to a reasonable results in simulation. Moreover, our
study does not consider various appointment types including acute, health maintenance and new
patient. Different appointment types required different service rates, resulting distributions. One
possible important extension for our study is to include variability in appointment type and utilize
various service time distributions. Furthermore, cost function is utilized as in the literature,
however some indirect costs, such as dissatisfaction with overtime and patient waiting time may
necessitate non-linear cost function. Some patients are not punctual and yet including punctuality
can be added in scheduling. Another important extension is to consider walk-ins as described in
section 3.3.
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CHAPTER 4
4.

A MARKOVIAN FRAMEWORK TO ASSESS CLINIC CONTINUITY OF CARE

Abstract
Continuity of care (CoC) refers to the practice of capturing, sharing, and effectively using the
knowledge about the diagnosis and prognosis of a given patient over time. Prior studies have also
established a positive association between the CoC and quality of care, especially regarding the
and in particular patient satisfaction scores. However, with the advent of electronic health records,
patient health information has become more widely available to care providers, potentially
rendering the traditional notion of CoC ineffective. In addition, there is a need to unify CoC models
(indices) which address different aspects of continuity. This research effort propose a multi-step
clinic CoC model that takes this transition into consideration, and also develop a unifying
framework which brings together all quantitative assessments of interpersonal continuity to
quantify clinic continuity. More specifically, patient visit patterns, the coordination of care
provided, and the information sharing between care providers will be combined to develop a new
holistic measure of clinic/ provider CoC by using a probabilistic mathematical model. We
incorporate other factors besides retention such as density, dispersion, sequence and duration of
visits. Lastly, we investigate the proposed and existing continuity care indices in a pediatric setting
to study the impact of different patient characteristics on the CoC scores.
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4.1 Introduction
Continuity of care (CoC) has traditionally been realized through a continuous caring
relationship between patients and their healthcare providers. CoC is one of the key factors in
establishing better primary care. Studies have also showed the importance of continuity of in
improving preventative care and reducing the intensive care needs [1-4]. These improvements can
be explained by the relationship between providers and patients that leads to an increase in trust
and information sharing; and resulting more accurate diagnosis and more patient compliance. To
quantify the extent of this relationship between provider and patients, several indices have been
developed and used in the literature
Various methods have been proposed to quantify the continuity of care in the literature.
However, the current literature falls short in suggesting a framework that evaluates and captures
different dimensions of clinic continuity. In more than hundred articles at least 30 different
quantifying concepts have been proposed during the last three decades [5-7]. For example, in a
literature review study, Saultz (2003) has identified more than 20 different indexes that measure
the continuity [6]. Important components of these indices are visit patterns, length of time with
doctor, usual provider care, visit percentage by primary care provider, number of providers seen,
sequential continuity, and duration of relationship. Most of the studies used either one or two of
these components in their indexes. Cabana et al. grouped these indices into five categories;
duration, density, dispersion, sequence and subjective [7]. Length of time with particular provider
is used as the measure of duration index. Density index is defined as the portion of visits with the
usual provider and can be easily calculated and yet used commonly in the literature. Dispersion
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measures the percentage of visits with different providers and sequence measures the order of
provider seen. Subjective patient estimates in which the information comes from the patient not
the records, require a patient to identify a particular provider or care site [5].
Although there are many studies that utilize various measures of CoC through wide variety
of indices, there is rather less attention on development of a framework that unifies existing CoC
measures and provided insights about clinic performance. In this study we develop such a
framework and an index by utilizing Markov-process theory. Our CoC index includes the
following dimensions: visit patterns, length of time with doctor, usual provider care, visit
percentage by primary care provider, number of providers seen, sequential continuity, and duration
of relationship.
4.2 Literature Review
In the literature CoC has been operationalized and measured in various ways. For example,
Saultz (2003) suggested a three level hierarchical concept for continuity; information, longitudinal
(provider) and interpersonal (relational) continuity. In this review, Information continuity indicates
the necessity for an adequate information about the patient through medical records or similar
sources. Longitudinal continuity takes place in cases when patient has some history with the
provider. Interpersonal continuity was operationalized by using three groups of instruments;
provider assignment required, assignment not required and family continuity [6]. Interpersonal
continuity pictures the quality of patient-provider relationship and includes trust, respect and good
communication between them over time [6].
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Even though majority of the studies used one or two indices, some utilized more than one
index category [2, 4, 8]. The detailed summary of models in the literature is shown in Table 4.2.
Among the CoC measures, usual provider continuity index (UPC), CoC index (COCI), and
sequential continuity index (SECON) are widely utilized: UPC is the density index to measure
the continuity as fraction of visits to usual provider [9]. This index is easy to calculate and
considers frequency but only for a specific provider, which can be seen a major drawback. COCI
is another method that measure the dispersion among the providers [10] and does not require a
usual provider assignment. COCI takes the visits to different providers as input, and the index
provides an estimate of dispersion, however, calculating this index is rather complex. SECON
measures the fraction of sequential visit pairs for the same provider seen [11].
Table 4.1 CoC scores for examples different indexes**
Visit pattern*

INOP

UPC

COCI

SECON
1.00

CON
1.00

MMCI
1.00

Index K
1.00

AAAAAAAAAA

1.00

1.00

1.00

AAAAAAAAAB

0.50

0.90

0.80

0.89

0.80

0.78

0.89

AAAABAAAAB

0.50

0.80

0.64

0.67

0.64

0.78

0.89

ABABABABAB

0.50

0.50

0.50

0

0.44

0.78

0.89

ABCDABCDAB

0.25

0.30

0.17

0

0.18

0.56

0.67

ABCDEFGHIJ

0.10

0.10

0

0

0

0.01

0

*Each letter in column one represents an individual provider, ** Adopted from Pollack et al.
(2013)
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Table 4.2 CoC score indexes in the literature
Index
Usual Provider Care Index (UPC) [9]
Bice-Boxerman CoC index (COCI)
[10]

Method

Variables
Number of visits to provider j (nj), total
number of visits (N)

nj / N



k
j 1

n 2j  N

Number of visits to provider j (nj), total
number of providers (k), total number of
visits (N)

N ( N  1)

Sequential Continuity index (SECON)
[11]



Likelihood of Continuity Index
(LICON) [11, 13]

1

N

s

i 2 i

Sequential visit patterns (si), total number of
visits (N)

y
k

Number of different providers seen (y), total
number providers (k)

N 1

Let S=  i 1 s1
N 1

Likelihood of Sequential Continuity
Index (LISECON) [11, 13]

and Pn (b)  (

Inverse Number of Providers (INOP)
[13]

1/ y

Herfindahl Index with COC score
update (CON) [13]
Ejlertsson’s Index K [14]
Modified Continuity Index (MCI) [15]
Modified Modified Continuity Index
(MMCI) [15]

Site Continuity [2]

Wolinsky Continuity [16]

N  1 1 b k  1 N b 1
)( ) (
) Number of providers seen (b), total number
b
k
k
of providers (k), Sequential visit patterns (s)

LISECON   b 0 Pn (b)
S



k
j 1

Number of different providers seen (y)

(

nj
N

)2 

1
1
N
N k
K
N 1
k
1
N  0.1

1

k
N  0.1

1
N

Number of visits to provider j (nj), total
number of visits (N)
Total number of visits (N), number of total
providers (k)
Number of different provider seen (k), total
number of visits (N)

1
1 (
)
N  0.1

r
 0.5
N
0, otherwise

1, if

Number of different providers seen (k), total
number of visits (N)

Number of visits to primary site (r), total
number of visits (N)

w=1, if at least 1 visit to same
provider in 8 months for 2 year
period
0, otherwise
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Rate for no more than 8-month interval
between any two visits during
a 2-year period (w)

Even though different indices seems to measure different dimensions of CoC, some correlation
exists among them. For example, Pollack et al. (2003) have studied correlations between common
claims-based measures of continuity. Their study has proved that a strong correlation between
these measures and yet different scoring values for the same visit patterns exits [12]. Table 4.1 that
is adopted from Pollack et al.’s (2013) study exhibits some examples of different score indexes for
patients with different visit patterns.
In our study, we propose a framework to assess the CoC of a clinic. With the proposed
framework and index based on Markov-process theory, we represent visit patterns, length of time
with doctor, usual provider care, visit percentage by primary care provider, number of providers
seen, sequential continuity, and duration of relationship. In the literature there is no model that
probabilistically represent the visit patterns. In our Markov model, we are be able to show the
transition between providers and yet calculate different aspect of continuity associated with
density, dispersion and sequence of the visits. This study is significant, because our model not only
creates a unifying framework for indexes but also evaluates the clinic performance in terms of
clinic continuity. We are able to extract provider performances as well as different patient
continuity measures.
4.3 Model formulation
Several measurement tools have been proposed in the literature to quantify the CoC. The
majority of these measurement tools focus on the interpersonal continuity and are primarily based
on patient visit patterns. Each tool measures a different aspect of continuity including density,
dispersion, sequence and duration of visits. The individual application of these tools does not allow
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for a holistic assessment of clinic continuity. In the proposed study, we address this gap by
developing a unifying framework that brings together all quantitative assessments of continuity.
The proposed research has two novel objectives: 1) develop a framework which encompass
different CoC indices in the literature to create a clinic continuity model and 2) use analytics and
mathematical modeling tools and apply the proposed CoC model in a pediatric clinic setting to
study the effect of different visit characteristics on CoC. We pursue the objectives of this study
through three stage framework: (1) data preparation, (2) employing higher order Markov chains to
better understand the patient visit patterns observed in a primary care clinic, and (3) validation and
performance evaluation for first and higher order Markov chains to analyze the impact of different
visit characteristics and assess the clinic continuity.
The proposed clinic continuity model may help providers improve the internal and external
processes and monitor the quality of care delivered in a more detailed and accurate manner. The
proposed research is the first phase of a two-phase study aiming at quantifying the CoC and its
potential role in demand management. As a future work, in the second phase one can investigate
how the information provided by these models could be utilized in panel size determination and
patient scheduling.
4.3.1 Data preparation
Data is acquired from pediatric primary care clinic where approximately hundred pediatric
and internal medicine (combined) program residents and general pediatricians serve clinic patients.
The de-identified scheduling system data contains information about pediatrics clinic
appointments that have taken place between June 1, 2004 and December 31, 2010. The scheduling
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system stored the demographic information about patients, the date and time of appointments
scheduled, rescheduled, filled, cancelled and unfilled, along with the date-time stamp indicating
each appointment entry. The de-identified data after elimination of “no-show” cases comprises
76,808 appointments belonging to 14,470 unique patients. CoC is investigated by using important
visit pattern attributes. Unique and new study-specific provider id is used for seen by provider
attribute. Number of provider served is another index for visit patterns along with total number of
visits. Figure 4.1 summarizes the data censoring steps for this study.
In six years, there are few providers served during all six years: majority of the providers
are in their residency program. Residency is a training requirement, which consists of a minimum
of three years after graduation from the medical school. Approximately there are 200 pediatric
residency training programs accredited in the USA. Some of the residents started their residency
program in another clinic and then transferred to our clinic. There are residents who stayed less
than six months. In general, when a resident leaves, patients are transferred to another resident. To
calculate a robust continuity of care, we made some assumptions and limit the use of data for three
years. These assumptions and corresponding resulting data is as follows:


Transition considered for three years, and remaining data is censored. New dataset contains
information from January 2008- December 2010.



Only patients with number of visits to any provider greater than two are considered. If a
new patient has less than 3 visits then CoC score is not meaningful.



All providers employed less than six months are combined into a single provider.
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A provider must serve at least one month worth of service and 200 visits in order to be
considered in continuity of care calculations (minimum of 5 visit each day * 20 working
days/ month * 2 months).

After the application of above assumptions the study sample compromises 27,855 visits to 41
providers. Final dataset is utilized in the Markovian model.
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All (105,450)

Show (76,808)

Appointment year
<=2007 (41,594)

No-show (28,642

Appointment year>2007
(35,214)

Total number of
visits>2 (30,294)

Total number of visits<=2
(4,920)

Providers served <=200
visits (2,439)

Providers served >200
visits (27,855 visits - 41
providers)

Figure 4.1 Data censoring steps
4.3.2 Markovian model
In this step, we develop a mathematical model using first order Markov chains to describe
patient visit patterns (data sequences). The set of states in the model consists of providers that
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practice in the clinic. Starting with a given provider for the first visit, a patient may either stay with
the same provider or transition to a different provider for the following visit. Thus, any given
patient-visit pattern can be expressed as a transition trajectory between different states over time.
Every pair of states are connected with a pair of directed arcs representing whether or not patient
transitions have historically occurred between the corresponding providers in consecutive visits.
There is a weight associated with each arc, so-called transition probability, representing the relative
frequency of such transitions. This yields a Markov chain describing the patient visit progression
over time (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 Markov chain for patient transitions between different providers
Then we calibrate the Markov model using the historical data on patient visit patterns to determine
the transition probabilities. Each care provider has a corresponding state in the proposed Markov
model. The transition probability for each pair of states represent the relative frequency of
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transitions between the associated providers in consecutive visits. The historical data on visit
patterns during a given time period is used to estimate the transition probabilities. More
specifically, to estimate the transition probability from state i to state j, denoted by Pij, we first
identify the collection of patient visits that were made to provider i during the given time period.
We then identify the subset of patients in that collection that visited provider j in their immediate
subsequent visit. The ratio of the two numbers provides an unbiased estimator for the transition
probability Pij. The transition probabilities for each pair of states can be estimated in a similar
fashion using the historical data on patient visit patterns. In first order Markov model the next step
only depends on the previous step. To have more memory (i.e., next step depends on n- previous
steps, where nwhere n>=2) in Markovian process, we utilize higher order Markovian model.
4.3.3 High order Markovian model
High order Markov chain models are employed in analyzing data sequences [17, 18]. They
can be used for comparison, classification and prediction by analyzing the categorical data
sequence. In first order Markov chain the probability of the state only depends on the previous
state, however there can be more memory to predict the probability of the state. In high order
Markovian property one can build more memory in order to predict more accurately. Consider a
data sequence X1 , X 2 , X 3 ,..., X n , where n is the total number of visits and model can be defined by
[19]:
m

P ( X k  t0 X k 1  t1 ,..., X k  m  tm )   i qt0 ti ,
i 1
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m


i 1

i

 1 and,

m

0   i qt0 ti  1 ,
i 1

where
t0ti  N and,

where q is a transition matrix that each pair of states represent the relative frequency of transitions
between the associated providers in ith consecutive visits. For instance consider a data sequence
(1-2-1-3-4-4-1-4-3-4-1-2-3). For second order transitions from i to j, we consider sequences that
have i-k-j. For example from 1 to 3, we have 2 instances (1-2-1-3-4-4-1-4-3-4-1-2-3).
The high order Markov model is generalized by [20]:
m

X t  m 1   i Qi X t  m 1i ,
i 1

and for stationary case [20]:
m

X   i Qi X ,
i 1

and satisfies:
m

( I   i Qi ) X  0 with 1T X  1 .
i 1

4.3.4 Estimation of model parameters
Parameters i-th step transition matrix ( Qi ) and i are estimated with the methods proposed
by Ching et al. [20]. Transition frequency matrix in i-th order, can be calculated from the data
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sequence by counting the number of transitions from j to k with respect to the patient ID (transition
does not count if patient ID changes):

F (i )








f11( i ) ... ...
f12( i ) ... ...
... ... ...
f1(ni ) ... ...

f n(1i ) 

f n(2i ) 
...  and,

f nn( i ) 

transition probabilities are estimated from the frequency matrix as:

Q (i )

 q11( i )
 (i )
q
  12
 ...
 ( i )
 q1n

... ... qn(i1) 

... ... qn(i2) 
... ... ...  .

(i ) 
... ... qnn


Estimation of i can be done by utilizing optimization as described in [20]:

m

min max   i Qi X  X  ,

j
 i 1

subject to
m


i 1

i

 1 and i  0, i.

This model can be solved using linear programming as follows [20]:
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min s


subject to
 1 
s
 
 
s


   Xˆ  Qˆ Xˆ Qˆ Xˆ ... Qˆ Xˆ  2  ,
2
m
 1
 ... 
  ... 
 
 
s
 m 
 1 
s
 
 
s


    Xˆ  Qˆ Xˆ Qˆ Xˆ ... Qˆ Xˆ  2  ,
2
m
 1
 ... 
  ... 
 
 
s
 
 m 
s  0,
m


i 1

i

 1 and i  0, i.
This optimization model provides the optimum coefficients (lambdas) for the higher order

Markov chains. In other words, the optimization problem results show us the importance of the
previous states in predicting current state. For instance, for predicting the next visit, the model will
tell usshould whether wewhether we should look at just the previous visit or previous i visits.
4.3.5 Validation and performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Markovian model by the prediction
accuracy. Prediction accuracy can be defined as the rate of correctly predicted visits over total
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visits. The next state prediction at time t can be chosen as the maximum probability among the
states and, r can be calculated as follows by [20]:
M

r



j  k 1

M

j

,

where the data sequence size is represented by M and

1, if Xˆ t  X t
0, otherwise.

j  

The proposed high order Markov-chain model can be used to assess the notion of visit
characteristics for the clinic or provider. In primary care, it is possible that patients visit a different
provider for a single session if the provider usually seen is not available. To account for such
scenarios when assessing patient retention, we propose to employ higher-order Markov chains in
which states are consisted of the list of providers that were seen in the last n visits. The expected
sojourn time for each provider can be calculated by;

st 

1
1  pii

,

where st is the sojourn time and pii is the transition probability from i to i. Sojourn time can be
defined as the amount of visits to the same provider (provider i) before leaving for another
provider. Higher sojourn time means more consecutive visits to the same provider.
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4.4 Computational results
In this section, we employ the proposed framework to analyze CoC in a pediatric residency
program using de-identified data. Total of 27,855 visits by 5,265 unique patients to 41 unique
providers. We use RStudio, Matlab, Matlab and GAMS for the computations.
We calibrate the Markov chain models using historical data and transition frequency matrix
for the orders k=1,2,3 is;

F (1)

195 18 ... 1 


11 223 ... 1 


 ...
... ... ...  ,


0 ... 151
 0

F (2)

168 34 ... 0 
167 24 ... 0 




30 127 ... 1 
25 156 ... 0 
, and F (3)  
.

 ...
 ...
... ... ... 
... ... ... 




3 ... 75 
0 ... 108 
 1
 1

Transition probability matrix for the k-step (k=1,2,3);

Qˆ (1)

 0.611 0.055 ... 0.003 


0.031 0.541 ... 0.002 

,

 ...
...
...
... 


0
... 0.440 
 0

Qˆ (2)

0 
0 
 0.544 0.078 ...
 0.512 0.104 ...




0.081 0.508 ...
0 
0.080 0.337 ... 0.003 
(3)

ˆ

, and Q 

 ...
 ...
...
...
... 
...
...
... 




0
... 0.293 
 0.003
 0.003 0.008 ... 0.192 

We calculate steady state matrix;
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Xˆ  (0.00004,0.00004,...,0.02096)T , and,
Qˆ (1) Xˆ  (0.00121,0.00154,...,0.04157)T , Qˆ (2) Xˆ  (0.00134,0.00210,...,0.03932)T and
Qˆ (3) Xˆ  (0.00101,0.00266,...,0.03979)T .

We employ the linear optimization program proposed by [21];

min s
12 3

subject to
 s   0.00004   0.001211   0.001342   0.001013 

 
 
  
 
 s    0.00004    0.001541    0.002102    0.002663  ,

 
 
 ...   ...  
...
...
...

 
 
  
 
 s   0.02096   0.041571   0.039322   0.039793 
s
 0.00004   0.001211   0.001342   0.001013 

 
 
 

 
 s     0.00004    0.001541    0.002102    0.002663  ,

 
 
 ... 
 ...  
...
...
...

 
 
 

 
s
 0.02096   0.041571   0.039322   0.039793 
s  0,
m


i 1

i

 1 and i  0, i.

We solve the optimization problem with AMPL/CPLEX, and obtain the following solution:

 *  (1, 0, 0) , and s*  0.06785 .
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This proves that the probability of the state only depends on the first order, in other words
each next state build upon only the immediate preceding state. That being said, when predicting
the next visit for a particular patient, only the previous visit matters. The performance of the first
order Markov chain is calculated with the prediction accuracy:

r  0.3236 , since we have 41 providers having almost 1/3 accuracy can be acceptable.

Figure 4.3 First order Markov network calibrated with primary care visit data

We calibrate the Markov network with the primary care visit data (Figure 4.3). The first order
Markov chain indicates the transition probabilities between providers where we only consider the
previous state for the current state transition. Probabilities greater than 0.50 indicate that more than
half of the consecutive visits made to the same provider. From figure 4.3, provider #3 performs
better than providers #1, #2, and #41 in terms of continuity where almost 1/3 of the consecutive
visits made to itself. On the other hand, provider #41 has a low transition probability to itself when
compare to provider #1, #2, and #3 which can be interpreted as less continuity. Further analysis
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can be done by using first order Markov chain such as patient retention, relationship between
providers in terms of sharing patients, is there any secondary provider that patients will visit if
their usual provider is not available.
Patient retention is an important component for investigating the quality of residency
program in terms of continuity. Patient retention is calculated by using the geometricallydistributed sojourn time associated with each state of the Markov chain. Table 4.3 exhibits the
retention rates for different providers and the clinic average. Only 7 providers (out of 41) have
sojourn time more than 2 and the average value is 1.5. Based on the patient retention best providers
have high values in terms of continuity. The highest value sojourn time is 2.84 and lowest one is
1.17 in our dataset.
Table 4.3 Sojourn time for different providers
Provider

Sojourn time

1 (full)

2.56

2 (full)

2.17

…

…

39 (resident)

1.37

40 (resident)

1.48

41 (resident)

1.80

Average

1.50

Max

2.84 (provider 3)

Min

1.17provider 33)
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4.5 Conclusions and future works
The goal of proposed research is to provide a framework to assess clinic/ provider CoC.
With the development of a Markov model, visit patterns, usual provider care, visit percentage by
primary care provider, number of providers seen, sequential continuity, and duration of
relationship are represented in a probabilistic graphical network. To best of our knowledge, in the
literature there is no such model that probabilistically represent the visit patterns to assess the
clinic/ provider continuity.
In our Markov model, we are able to show the transition between providers and yet
calculate different aspect of continuity associated with density, dispersion and sequence of the
visits. Number of visits in the past effecting the present visit is calculated by linear optimization
with employing higher-order (n ≥ 2) Markov chains. Optimization results prove that prediction of
the next visit is only depending on the previous visit only. First order Markov chain is utilized for
the calculation of sojourn time where it can be used to compare providers’ performance in terms
of patient retention and provider continuity.
This study should be extended to incorporate k-fold cross validation approach which is a
common tool for comparing the performances of prediction methods since it aims to minimize the
bias associated with the random sampling of the training and test data sequences [22].
Another way to extend our study to investigate relationship between no-show and CoC.
Our previous study (Chapter 2) proves that patient- provider relationship is an important factor for
a no-show. That being said, measure of CoC can be another predictor for predicting no-shows.
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Another alternative way to extend our study is to predict new patient CoC level. Few
studies address factors associate with CoC [1, 3, 23]. They consider qualitative variables (cross
sectional studies) and analyze results with regression models. There is a need for a data analytic
based prediction model based on patient characteristics such as age, gender, aggregated
appointment history and socio-economic features with employing a multi-level classification
model.
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CHAPTER 5

5.

PROBABILISTIC DECISION ANALYTIC RISK LEVEL PREDICTION MODEL
FOR KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PATIENTS

Abstract
Predicting the best match for a given donor is a very high stakes undertaking since it plays a crucial
role in understanding the matching procedure between a donor and a recipient. The strength of any
predictive model depends on the selection of proper predictors. Currently there is no list of factors
effecting the survival of kidney transplantation on which experts agree. Moreover, all the studies
to our knowledge consider binary survival outcome which may fall short in determining the best
match for a given patient. The objective of this study is to address the aforementioned
shortcomings by introducing a comprehensive variable selection framework; creating a multi-class
prediction

model

for

survivability;

and

identifying

the

interactions

between

the

explanatory/preoperative factors and risk levels in kidney transplant that ultimately will aid
domain experts in their decision-making processes.
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5.1 Introduction
Organ transplantation has potential to provide better quality of life or save lives of patients
[1]. Organs such as kidney, liver, heart, intestine, lung and pancreas are frequently transplanted
organs. According to the world health organization report, out of 117,733 organ transplants
worldwide, 67% were kidney transplants in which almost 70% were from deceased donors [2].
Due to the shortage in organ donations, waiting time for organ transplantation patients is a long
and difficult process unless a family member or a friend or another source intervenes and donates
an organ (i.e., kidney). Beside the long waiting times and donation shortage, an important number
of organ transplantations have been failing as a result of organ rejection that is attributed mostly
to the inefficient match between the graft and the patient [2].
Prediction of graft survival after an organ transplantation, a procedure that relies upon one of the
most precious and scarce resource (i.e., organ), is important yet challenging problem due to the
complexity of the human nature. Although considerable research has been devoted to the survival
of transplant patients [3-7] few studies have attempted to use data analytic methods [8-10]. These
data analytic studies aimed to solve the prediction of matched outcome, graft survive or not. These
studies can be grouped in terms of their range focus; long term and short term survival studies.
Both types of studies measure the survival for certain cut point (i.e., 1, 3, 7 and 9 years) where
they use a binary response variable and provide limited information about the matching quality.
For instance, in a short term survival model, a study that predicts if the patient lives more than a
year, categorizes patients who live 366 days (1 year and 1 day) and 3,650 days (10 years) or more
in the same class. On the other hand, a long term survival study, say 7 years, group patients who
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live only a day and 2,554 days (a day shorter than 7 years) are in the same category, i.e., not
survived. Thus, there is a need for a comprehensive study which defines risk levels instead of
binary response variable for certain cut points.
The objective of this study is to define risk levels and offer additional insights into the
factors affecting the short, medium and long-term success/failure of a kidney transplant from
deceased donors by using machine learning techniques. We will achieve our goal through the
following steps: 1) combining medical literature and expertise with mathematical algorithms for
variable selection processes, 2) utilizing a probabilistic data analytic model that includes data
analytic methods such as Bayesian belief networks (BBNs), decision trees (DTs), support vector
machines (SVMs), artificial neural networks (ANNs) to calculate a patient’s specific risk of
survival, , and 3) using traditional statistical models for analysis, 4) comparing our findings from
data analytic methods with findings of these traditional statistical models, and 5) identifying the
interactions between the explanatory/preoperative factors to help domain experts in their decisionmaking processes. Note that these goals have not fully addressed in the literature and this study
provides a clear illustration of the mechanics behind a kidney transplantation`s success.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, relevant background is given
about factors affecting the long-term success/failure of an organ transplant with a specific focus
on kidney organ transplantation. Section 3 proposes a data analytic framework including a
comprehensive feature selection methodology and probabilistic prediction model that extract the
interactions between the explanatory/ preoperative factors and risk levels. In section 4,
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experimental results and findings are discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with the discussion
of results, limitations and ideas for future research in section 5.
5.2 Relevant background
Predicting the post-transplant survival after an organ transplant is one of the leading factors
in the donor-patient matching procedure. The donor-patient matching is critical since the supply
of donor organs is much less than the amount needed. There is an extensive body of research that
uses data-driven methods to predict post transplantation survival [8-11]. These methods can be
classified into: a) studies that measure the effect of single or several factors based on simulation,
and conventional statistical methods to identify survival predictor factors; and b) data analytic
approaches, where several complex models utilized to predict the chance of survival.
Simulation based organ transplantation studies have a long history. Ruth et al. [12], design
a discrete simulation model to evaluate the impact of the availability of deceased donor for kidney
transplantation for state level data, Michigan. They consider blood type and tissue compatibility
for matching process. Later studies [13, 14] propose simulation models for different organs; liver,
heart-lung and kidney-pancreas. These models use the national United Network for Organ Sharing
(UNOS) data and match the donor and patient based on “candidate functional status in
transplantation” or “FUNC_STAT_TCR” and some donor-recipient characteristics (such as blood
type compatibility). A major drawback for the first group is to limit the matching process with
small number of factors. Since they are not mining the data for factors, important part of predictors
remain uncovered.
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Conventional statistical studies including Kaplan-Meier estimates and Cox proportional
hazards models have large body of research in the medical literature as well [5, 15-17]. Rana et al.
[15] uses Kaplan-Meier survival function and overview the organ transplantation since 1987.
Several studies [5, 16, 17] analyze the effect of patient characteristics (age, sex, and race), preoperative transplant factors (HLA matching, donor type, cold ischemia time) and post-operative
factors (acute rejection, functional status of graft after transplant) by using Kaplan-Meier survival
function. However, by only utilizing small numbers of candidate predictors these studies fail to
uncover potentially hidden patterns.
This study focuses on the data analytic approaches to uncover potentially hidden patterns
by using large numbers of candidate predictors. Data analytics methods can be classified into two
subgroups. Research in the first subgroup addresses how one can accurately predict post
transplantation survival by identifying the subset of important predictors [7, 10, 18]. The second
subgroup focuses on extracting conditional relations among the important predictors and
identifying a patient specific category of survival [8, 9]. Below, the relevant research is discussed
in these two subgroups. While this research focuses on post kidney transplant survival, studies on
other organ transplants are also highlighted if they are relevant to this proposed methodology.
In the first group, Kusiak et al. [7] compare the effectiveness of two data mining techniques,
decision trees (DTs) and rough sets (RS), in predicting the survival after kidney dialysis patients.
The results show that both methods can be accurate for their dataset; however, it is not clear if
their approach can be extended to more general cases since they used a relatively small dataset of
188 patients. DTs are also used to predict the prognosis of acute liver failure, with the end goal of
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enhancing the inclusion criteria for liver transplants [19]. Using demographic, clinical and
pharmaceutical data, Kaplan and Schold [10] compared the performance of an artificial neural
network (ANN) and a statistically derived nomogram in predicting the 5-year graft survival after
kidney transplants and showed

that the ANN model outperforms the statistically derived

nomogram on an external validation dataset. Lin et al. [18] determine the effect of the predictors
on the 1- to 7-year kidney survival using logistic regression, Cox proportional hazard model, and
multiple-output ANNs. The common theme among all these studies is that the main research
question is on how to successfully predict an outcome given a set of potential explanatory
factors/variables [18].
The second group of studies endeavor to diagnose probabilistic dependencies among the
predictors and understand the complex structure in the prediction model. While there are not many
studies in this subgroup, the existing ones employ BBN to design causal reasoning. BBNs can
handle the prediction, and also assist in learning the complex interactions between variables [20].
In the context of organ transplantation survival, Brown et al. [8] predict the kidney graft survival
employing a BBN on a sample of 2204 kidney transplant recipients. In their study, an inference
diagram is proposed by using 48 clinical variables to predict graft failure for one- and three-year
periods. Their prediction results include: sensitivity scores of 24% and 31%, specificity values of
80% and 80%, and Area under the curve (AUC) of 0.59 and 0.60, for the 1- and 3-year time periods
respectively. In a similar study, Hoot and Aronsky [9] predict the 90 days liver graft survival by
employing a BBN that includes 29 variables on a sample of 12,239 liver transplant recipients. The
AUC result of this research study is 0.681, while the sensitivity and the specificity results are 30%
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and 91%, respectively. Note that the variables selected for the BBN model in both studies [4] are
determined mainly by domain experts’ knowledge and/or results from existing literature. Even
though these data analytic studies predicted the patient survival with high performance rates, they
failed to provide a comprehensive understanding due to the pre-decided short and long term
survival cut points for transplant patients and limited numbers of variables resulted from the
variable selection process that used domain expertise or literature review.
As previously discussed, studies exploring the survival of kidney transplant patients can be
classified into three categories according to their preferred choice of analytical models: simulation
[21], conventional statistics [3, 4, 14], and data analytic [8-11]. Regarding kidney graft survival
not only each of these analytical models but also the particular applications of them on various
study samples and time periods exhibits their unique strengths and weaknesses.
Despite having a similar objective with our study, none of these studies included all of the
following strengthening points: i) comprehensive variable selection methodology that includes
medical expert knowledge, conventional statistics, and data analytic models with information
fusion from a large pool of variables, ii) the use of multi-class survival risk response variable, iii)
the conditional interactions between the predictors.
5.3 Proposed methodology
In this study, we propose a four step Kidney Bayesian Risk Model (KBRM) with an
ultimate goal to uncover the conditional dependencies between factors effecting graft survival for
kidney transplants (Figure 5.1). We model the response variable as multi-class (high, medium,
low, risk) instead of a binary (survive or not) measure. A multi-class risk level prediction propose
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more insight for the decision makers and yet challenging compare to the binary classification.
Therefore to generate a good classifier, we carefully design a methodology where we combine
expert knowledge, data analytic models and regression with probabilistic graphical network, BBN.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, in data preparation step, we pre-process the UNOS dataset to
eliminate unnecessary noisy cases and variables. In step 2, candidate set of prominent predictors
are formed by reviewing several variable selection methods. Step 3, we determine the sets of
candidate variables from multiple sources. In step 4, two different probabilistic graphical models
are performed, Tree Augmented Naïve Bayesian (TAN) structured and Markov Blanket (MB), to
structure the BBN inference diagram. After examining the performance of these methods, best
preforming candidate set and model is selected for the KBRM.
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Kidney Bayesian Risk Model (KBRM)

2.1- By expert
knowledge

1- Data
Preperation

3-Creating
Predictor
Sets

2.2- By data
mining
models and
information
fusion

4-Bayesian
Risk Model

2.3- By
Elastic net
regression

Figure 5.1 Proposed method
5.3.1 Data preparation
The United Network for Organ Sharing, UNOS, is the source for the dataset used in this
study. UNOS is a private non-profit organization that incorporates organ procurement
professionals, transplants and volunteers under contract with the federal government [22]. Our
dataset includes information of all kidney waiting list registrations and transplants that have been
listed or performed in U.S and reported from June 30, 2004 until March 31, 2015. UNOS includes
both deceased and living donor transplants without any patient or transplant hospital identifiers.
The kidney transplant data contains information collected on the corresponding kidney transplant
such as demographic factors, medical history, funding information, medical conditions during the
transplant and some post-operative factors for donors and recipients as well as other factors such
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as distance from hospital, graft failure date, transplant date, dialysis information, etc. UNOS has
added new variables after June 30, 2004. Importance of these variables are investigated as in this
work considers transplants after June 30, 2004 and from deceased donors.
The goal of this study is to predict the risk group and our original dataset includes two
depending variables for survival outcome. These variables are GSTATUS; a binary response
variable, denoting if the graft has failed or succeeded at the last follow-up time and GTIME; a
continuous variable referring the time frame from the day of transplant to the recipient’s death/last
follow-up time, in days. We calculated a nominal “RISKGROUP” variable that shows the risk
level of the transplant. These risk levels grouped into three categories based on the expert opinion.
These levels calculated as follows;
I.
II.

Dataset separated into two with the GSTATUS response variable
Transplants with GSTATUS = failed grouped into three categories with GTIME response
variable
a. RISKGROUP = high-risk, if GTIME <= 1,095 days (3 years)
b. RISKGROUP = medium risk, if 1,095 < GTIME <= 2,555 days (3- 7 years)
c. RISKGROUP = low risk, if GTIME > 2,555 days (more than 7 years)

III.

Transplants with GSTATUS not-failed grouped into two categories with GTIME response
variable
a. RISKGROUP = low risk, if GTIME > 2,555 days (more than 7 years)
b. Discard, if GTIME <= 2,555 days (7 years), do not have enough information to
define the RISKGROUP.
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The data preparation steps are depicted in the Figure 5.2. First, data is filtered with the
variable ORGAN (organ type transplanted) to eliminate the patients who underwent other
transplant types. Second, transplants before June 30, 2004 were excluded with the variable TXDATE (transplant date). Third, deceased donor transplant data was filtered with the variable
DON_TY (donor type). Fourth, GSTATUS = not failed and GTIME <= 2,555 days were filtered
because of the aforementioned criteria. Then we eliminated variables that do not contribute
decision making process prior to transplant; post-operative variables (e.g. PSTATUS, PTIME),
identification type variables (e.g. DONOR-ID, TRR ID CODE), invariant variables (e.g. ORGANLISTED-FOR, DATA-TRANSPLANT). Records that has erroneous values and outliers (e.g.
negative values for days, BMI>100) were eliminated. Last, variables that had more than 50%
missing observations and deemed to be insignificant by clinical expert were excluded from this
study. If variable was identified as important by the expert, we used multiple data imputation to
simulate the missing cases. Final dataset contains 31,207 transplants. “RStudio”, “SAS Enterprise
Guide”, and “SPSS” is utilized during data preparation steps.
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Figure 5.2 Data preparation steps
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5.3.2 Comprehensive variable selection
Four different sets of variables were generated by evaluating and selecting preoperative
factors and using four different approaches: 1) initial set of candidate variables were determined
through a literature review; 2) genetic algorithm was utilized to determine the second set of
candidate variables; 3) A combination of data analytic methods and information fusion was used
to determine the third set of variables; and 4) elastic net based variable selection methodology
was used to determine the fourth set of variables. Each model and the selection processes for the
final set of variables are discussed in the following sections.
Variables via Literature Review
This section includes organ transplantation survival analysis studies in medical journals.
The common point among these studies were their reliance on clinical expertise only while
determining set of variables to predict survival We found 56 variables that were included in the
medical literature as potential predictors for the survival of kidney transplant recipients. These
variables are listed in Table 5.1.
Variables via Data Analytic Methods –Sensitivity Analysis and Information Fusion
In this section, cross validated datasets were used in various data analytic methods and
important predictors were sorted via sensitivity analysis (Figure 5.3). In final step, information
fusion technique is utilized and final set of variables are determined (Table 5.2).
Brief descriptions of the k-fold cross validation, performance evaluation for multiple class
classification, data analytic methods performed (SVM, ANN, and DTs), sensitivity analysis, and
information fusion are provided in the next sub-sections.
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Table 5.1 Variables based on literature research
Variables

Explanation

Source

Variables

Explanation

Source

ABO

Recipient blood group at registration

[8]

HIST_CIG_DON

Deceased donor-history of cigarettes in past @ >20pack yrs

[8]

ABO_DON

Donor blood type

[8]

HIST_COCAINE_DON

Deceased donor-history of cocaine use in past

[8]

ACUTE_REJ_EPI_KI

Recipient any acute rejection betw. tx and discharge

[3]

HIST_DIABETES_DON

Deceased donor-history of diabetes, incl. Duration of disease

[8]

AGE

Recipient age (yrs)

[3, 5, 6, 8, 9]

HIST_HYPERTENS_DON

Deceased donor-history of hypertension

[6, 8]

AGE_DON

Donor age (yrs)

[3, 5, 6, 8, 9]

HIST_OTH_DRUG_DON

Deceased donor-history of other drug use in past

[8]

BMI_CALC

Calculated recipient BMI

[8, 9]

HLAMIS

HLA mismatch level

[3, 5]

BMI_DON_CALC

Donor BMI - pre/at donation calculated

[8, 9]

KDRI_MED

KDRI (Kidney Donor Risk Index) Median

[23]

BUN_DON

Deceased donor-terminal blood urea nitrogen

[6]

MED_COND_TRR

Recipient medical condition pre-transplant

[9]

CARDARREST_NEURO

Deceased donor-cardiac arrest post brain death

[8]

NON_HRT_DON

Deceased donor-non-heart beating donor

[8]

COD_CAD_DON

Deceased donor-cause of death

[8, 9]

NPKID

Number previous txs -kidney

[6]

COLD_ISCH_KI

Kidney cold ischemic time (hours)

[5, 9]

NPPAN

Number previous txs -pancreas

[6, 23]

CREAT_DON

Deceased donor-terminal lab creatinine

[8]

ON_DIALYSIS

WL candidate has had regularly administered dialysis for ESRD (Y/N)

[6, 23]

CREAT_TRR

Recipient serum creatinine at time of tx

[8, 9]

OTH_INF_DON

Deceased donor infection other source

[9]

DGN_TCR

Primary diagnosis at time of listing

[9]

PERIP_VASC

Recipient peripheral vascular disease @ registration

[8]

DIAB

Recipient diabetes @ registration

[8]

PRE_TX_TXFUS

Recipient # of pre-transplant transfusions

[3]

DIABETES_DON

Deceased donor-history of diabetes (y,n)

[8]

PREV_TX

History of a previous transplant involving exact same organ as current tx

[9]

DIAG_KI

Kidney recipient primary diagnosis @ tx

[9]

PT_DIURETICS_DON

Deceased donor-diuretics b/n brain death w/in 24 hrs of procurement

[3]

DIAL_DUR

Calculated dialysis duration

[6, 8, 23]

PT_STEROIDS_DON

Deceased donor-steroids b/n brain death w/in 24 hrs of procurement

[3]

DIAL_TRR

Recipient pre-transplant dialysis (y,n)

[8, 9]

PUMP_KI

Kidney pump used

[8]

DRMIS

DR locus mismatch level

[3]

REGION

UNOS region where transplanted

[9]

END_CPRA

Candidate most recent calculated PRA

[8]

SERUM_CREAT

Recipient creatinine at discharge

[6, 8]

ETHCAT

Recipient ethnicity category

[5, 6, 8]

SGOT_DON

Deceased donor-terminal sgot/ast

[9]

ETHCAT_DON

Donor ethnicity category

[5, 6, 8]

SGPT_DON

Deceased donor-terminal sgpt/alt

[9]

FIRST_WK_DIAL

Recipient dialysis w/in first week of kidney tx

[8]

TBILI_DON

Deceased donor-terminal total bilirubin

[9]

FUNC_STAT_TCR

Recipient functional status at registration

[8, 9]

TX_PROCEDUR_TY_KI

Kidney transplant procedure type

[6, 8]

GENDER

Recipient gender

[5, 6, 8]

VENTILATOR

Recipient life support type ventilator @ registration

[9]

GENDER_DON

Donor gender

[5, 6, 8]

WARM_ISCH_TIME_DON

Deceased donor non-heart beating estimated warm ischemic time (minutes)

[8]

HGT_CM_CALC

Calculated recipient height(cm)

[6]

WGT_KG_CA

Calculated recipient weight (kg)

[6]

HGT_CM_DON_CALC

Calculated donor height (cm)

[6]

WGT_KG_DON_CALC

Calculated donor weight (kg)

[6]
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Step 2-B

Predictor
Importance with
Sensitivity Analysis

K-fold Cross Validation

Set of Variables with Information
Fusion

ANN

C&RT

SVM

Figure 5.3 Variables selection methodology for data analytic models
Performance assessment measures for multi-class classification
Several approaches can be found in the literature for the “true performance” of the multiclass response variable models [24, 25]. To provide a comprehensive picture of the performance
four comparison categories are adapted: i- probability of correctly classified examples (accuracy
for each class and average), ii- measures that have ability to recognize the patient of a certain group
(precision, recall and specificity), iii- values for evaluating overall performance (F-measure and
G-mean) and iv- chart to measure the effectiveness of the prediction model (gain chart). Most of
these metrics are calculated using confusion matrix. Since we have multi-class response variable,
the binary confusion matrix is calculated by each class (high, medium, and low risk). Denote Ri
is the response class, where i is equal to high, medium, and low risk in our case and number of
classes is three. We calculate; true positive ( TPi ), false negative ( FN i ), false positive ( FPi ) and
true negative ( TNi ) for each class i (Table 5.2) [24].
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Table 5.2 Confusion matrix for each class “i
Prediction
Data class = R i

Yes

No

Yes

TPi

FN i

No

FPi

TNi

Multi–class performance metrics are generalization of metrics in Table 5.2 for different classes.
Our calculation based on micro-averaging indices described in [24] and shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Multi-class performance metrics
Metric Formula

Metric Name

i

Accuracy-

Ri

Accuracy- Overall

Precision
ii
Recall (Sensitivity)

Specificity

iii

F-Measure

G-Mean
iv
Gain Chart

tpi  tni
tpi  fni  fpi  tni



Ri

tpi  tni
n
tpi  fni  fpi  tni





Ri

Ri

Ri

tpi
tpi
tni

Explanation
Success of classifier when the class is

Ri

Overall success of classifier



Ri

(tpi  fpi )

Classifier agreement for positive labels



Ri

(tpi  fni )

Effectiveness of classifier for positive labels



Ri

( fpi  tni )

Effectiveness of classifier for negative labels

2* precision * recall
precision  recall

precision * recall

Relationship between data positive labels and
Prediction positive labels
Harmonic mean for data positive labels and
classifier positive labels

Graphical representation that indicate the advantage of using prediction model,
where x-axis shows the percentage of the patients and y-axis shows the percentage
of positive labels.
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K-fold cross validation
In our study, k-fold cross validation technique is utilized to minimize the bias coming from
random sampling of the datasets [26]. The dataset divided into k mutually exclusive subsets of
approximately equal sizes where k-1 folds are used as training data to construct the model and
remaining one is for testing. The average of the k testing performances as in Eq. 5.1;
CV 

1 k
 Pi
k i 1

(5.1)

where CV denotes cross validation, P is the measure for performance and k is the number of
mutually exclusive subsets (folds). In our analysis, we use the stratified 5-fold cross validation
approach to estimate the performance of the different classification models. The dataset is split
into 5 mutually exclusive folds where each set has approximately same class distribution as in the
original dataset. Performance estimates of each of the 5 sets are averaged by using the Eq. 1.
Support vector machines (SVMs), artificial neural network (ANN) and classification and
regression trees are employed as data analytic methods.
Support vector machines:
SVMs were first introduced to classify binary response variable and extended for multiclass classification by combining several binary classifiers for each class [27]. In our case, since
there are three (low, medium, high) classes in the response variable, three binary SVM models are
constructed and each class is trained for all of the cases where the same classes are labeled as
positive and others as negative [28]. SVMs can handle linearly and non-linearly separable datasets
and can provider powerful classification results [29]. Consider a binary class where there are many
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possible linear classifiers that can separate the data, however, only one would maximize the margin
(Figure 5.4) [30].

Figure 5.4 Support vector machine
Based on Figure 5.5a, there are infinite number of possibilities to draw a hyperplane to separate
both sets. SVMs allow us to identify the best hyperplane, as highlighted in the paragraphs below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 SVM with (a) linearly separable data and (b) linearly not separable data
When the data is linearly separable, SVMs construct a hyperplane on the feature space to
distinguish the training tuples in the data such that the margin between the support vectors is
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maximized. Given a training set of r observations, represented by xi, yi where (i=1, 2,…, r ), xi
denotes a feature vector and yi is a binary output/response for the ith example such that yi  1,1
In such a situation, an ideal hyperplane can be defined as μ..xi  b  1 (for yi  1 ) and

μ..xi  b  1 (for yi  1 ) where b is the bias, and μ is normal to the hyperplane. Thus, || μ ||
represents the Euclidean norm of μ and the margin is simply

2
(as depicted in Figure 5.5a).
|| μ ||

2
The margin can be maximized by minimizing || μ || , and therefore the optimization problem is

defined as [29]:

1
|| μ || 2
2
Subject to: y  μ.xi  b   1  0
Min

(5.2)

When the dataset is not linearly separable (Figure 5.5b), the optimization problem differs
from that expressed in Eq. (5.2). More specifically, the optimization problem becomes [29]:
Min

r
1
|| μ || 2  C   i
2
i 1

Subject to : y  μ.xi  b   1   i

(5.3)

r

where C  i is the penalty term to penalize  , which denotes the error made at (xi,yi). Then,
i 1

Lagrangian multipliers (LMs) along with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are employed
to facilitate the solution of the optimization problem. Accordingly, the dual of the problem is
provided as follows [31]:
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Max

m



i

i 1

Subject to:

-


1
   i j yi yj xi.xj) 
2  i, j


m

 . y  0 and
i

i

(5.4)

0  i C

i 1

where C denotes the user-defined upper bound for LMs,  . For the linear datasets, C is large
enough so that it does not limit the upper bound of  i . This means that the errors made in linear
datasets are highly penalized as opposed to non-linear cases. Also, C should be selected with
caution since increasing the C value indicates a higher penalty for the error, which in turn may
result in an over-fitting of the model.
For nonlinear cases, the data is typically mapped into a higher-dimensional space so that
the new dataset in higher-dimension becomes linearly separable [31, 32]. This mapping procedure
increases the computational complexity, especially with large datasets. This problem can be
handled efficiently by using one of several Kernel functions (see Han and Kamber [32] and Burges
[31] for more details on the types of Kernel functions). A Kernel function, k(x, xi) , is then
embedded in the final binary categorization decision function as shown below [29]:
 r

f ( x )  sign  i.yi.k(x, xi)  b 
 i 1


(5.5)

Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel function was used in this study’s SVM classification
algorithm, since it has performed better for the dataset in the preliminary analyses.
Artificial neural networks:
ANNs have been originally proposed to understand how the brain operates [33]. Today,
ANNs are widely used in a variety of data analytic problems that include classification, pattern
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recognition, and optimization. A generic ANN is a computational system that consists of “a highly
interconnected set of processing elements,” called neurons, which process information as a
response to external stimuli. An artificial neuron is a simplistic representation that emulates the
signal integration and threshold firing behavior of biological neurons by means of mathematical
equations” [34]. The information flow between artificial neurons, thereafter referred to as neurons,
is determined via connections between peer neurons. More specifically, the flow of information
through each neuron occurs in an input-out manner, which in Figure 5.6 is depicted. some
additional background on the mathematical formulation of the ANNs used in this paper
summarized as follows [33, 35].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6 (a) A model of information flow for a single neuron, (b) a multilayered ANN

Based on Figure 5.6a, the inputs received by a neuron can be represented by the input vector x=
(x1, x2, …, xn) where xi is the information from the ith input (i=1, 2, …, n), and weights connected
to a neuron can be modeled via a weight vector w= (w1, w2, …, wn), where wi is the weight
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associated with ith neuron. Then the neuron’s signal output flow 0 can be represented by the
following relationship:
 n

O  f   wi .xi 
 i 1


(5.6)

where the function f represents an activation function of the weighted sum of the inputs that
correspond to n incoming signals. The sigmoid function, see Eq. (5.7), is used as an activation
function in this study’s ANN model.

f ( x) 

1
1  e x

(5.7)

Then, the output value of the neuron is calculated by:


1
O
0


 n

if   wi.xi   θ
 i 1

otherwise

(5.8)

where  denotes a threshold value that regulates the neuron’s action potential by modulating the
response of that neuron to a particular stimulus confining such response to a pre-defined range
values” Sordo (2002) [33].
Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) learning model with a back-propagation algorithm was
employed in the ANN model due to its superior performance to the radial basis function (RBF) in
the preliminary analysis. In a MLP network, there is an input, an output and a hidden layer (as
depicted by Figure 5.6b). There are typically no restrictions on the number of hidden layers. The
external stimulus is received by the input layer and propagated to the next layer. The weighted
sum of incoming signals sent by the input units are received by the hidden layer(s) and processed
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by means of an activation function (sigmoid function in this study). Then, similarly, the weighted
sum of incoming signals are received and processed by the units in the output layer by using the
activation function. Thus, information is propagated forward until the current output produced for
each input. An error measure E is calculated as the difference between the current op and desired

tp output, as shown in Eq. (5.9). Finally, weights are adjusted until the current output is
satisfactory or the network cannot improve its performance any further.
E

1
(tpj  opj ) 2

2 j

(5.9)

Decision trees:
Decision trees are one of the most understandable and easy to interpret prediction methods.
This is one of the main reasons why decision trees are widely used in several data analytic and
transplantation applications (as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.).

The

rocedure starts with splitting the entire dataset into several subsets, which contain more or fewer
homogeneous states of dependent variable [35]. At each split in the tree, the impacts of all
predictor variables on the dependent variable are evaluated.

This procedure takes place

successively, until a decision tree is in a stable state. Popular decision tree algorithms include
Quinlan's ID3, C4.5, C5 [36, 37] and C&RT (Classification and Regression Trees) [35]. The
C&RT algorithm has been employed in this study due to its favorable performance compared to
the other decision tree algorithms obtained in the preliminary analysis.
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Sensitivity analysis of predictor variables:
After determining the performance of the different predictive models, the relative
importance of each of the independent variables is measured using the sensitivity analysis (SA).
This phase is indispensable to the analyses for several reasons. First, it can suggest the underlying
casual factors for any of the prediction models. This is particularly important in understanding and
communicating the results of ANNs [38] which are still considered by many to be black box
models [for a recent e.g. see 39]. A second major reason for the importance of sensitivity analysis
is it provides us with a framework to capture the importance of independent variables across
different models (see section 3).
The sensitivity of a specific predictor variable is calculated by taking the proportion of the
error of the model that includes this variable to the error of the model when it does not include this
specific variable [40]. The importance of a variable is in direct proportion to variance of predictive
error of the classification model in the absence of that specific variable. The same method is
followed for all classification models, and is used in ranking the relative importance of the
variables of each classification model according to the sensitivity measure defined by Saltelli [41].
Their measure is defined as
Si 

Vi
V ( E ( y | xi ))

V(y)
V(y)

(5.10)

where y is the categorical output variable (RSKLVL), and the unconditional output variance is
denoted by V(y). The expectation operator is denoted by E, which calls for an integral over all
predictor variables except xi. A further integral operator is implied over xi by the operator Vi. The
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importance of a specific variable is then computed as the normalized sensitivity as described by
Saltelli et al. (2004) [42].
Information fusion:
Information fusion is a technique used for combining multiple prediction models to
minimize the uncertainty and bias and maximize the robustness and accuracy of information.
Prediction models are problem specific and there is no optimum model that works for every
scenario and several techniques are available in the prediction literature [25]. Combination of
models improve performance and reduce errors coming from faulty assumptions in a single model
[43]. Similarly, there are several methods to combine different models where the performance
depends on dataset and problem settings.
In this study, information fusion technique is adopted from Delen et al. (2007) [44], where
we can order the importance of the variables for feature selection. General formulation for
information fusion as follows:

c  f (v1 , v2 ,..., vr ) .

(5.11)

In a general prediction model, expected response/class variable (c) and predictor variables
( v1 , v2 ,..., vr ) are given and can be denoted as Eq. (5.11). Prediction model, f can be different
models, in our case, support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT), and artificial neural
network (ANN). The fused model is combination of these models can be written as Eq. (5.12)
r

c fused    i fi (v ) , where
i 1

r


i 1

i

(5.12)

1
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The values of  s are prediction F-score measure of each model (SVM, ANN and DT). The weight
of the predictor variable depends on the value of F-score. If the value is high, then it gets more
weight in predictor variable. Fused set of variables that are not in the literature are listed in Table
5.4 (Please refer to the Table 5.1 for other variables that common with the literature).
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Table 5.4 Variables via data analytic models and not in literature
Variables

Explanation

BMIS
CMV_IGG
CMV_IGM
DAYSWAIT_CHRON_KI
DEATH_CIRCUM_DON
DEATH_MECH_DON
EBV_IGG_CAD_DON

B locus mismatch level
Recipient-cmv by igg test result @ transplant
Recipient-cmv by igm test result @ transplant
Total days on kidney waiting list
Deceased donor-circumstance of death
Deceased donor-mechanism of death
Deceased donor epstein barr virus by igg test result

EBV_IGM_CAD_DON

Living donor epstein barr virus by igm test result

EBV_SEROSTATUS

Recipient epstein barr virus status at transplant-adults only

ECD_DONOR
EDUCATION
FUNC_STAT_TRR
HBSAB_DON
HBV_CORE_DON
INIT_AGE
INIT_STAT
INSULIN_DON
KDPI

Ecd donor
Recipient highest educational level @ registration
Recipient functional status @transplant
Deceased donor hbsab test result
Donor hbv core antibody
Candidate age in years at time of listing
Initial waiting list status code
Deceased donor-was donor given insulin within 24 hrs pre cross
clamp?
Kidney donor profile index

KDRI_RAO
LT_KI_BIOPSY

Kidney donor risk index rao
Deceased donor-left kidney biopsy at recovery

MALIG
NUM_PREV_TX
PRI_PAYMENT_TCR_KI
RT_KI_BIOPSY
SHARE_TY
TATTOOS
TOT_SERUM_ALBUM
WORK_INCOME_TCR

Any previous malignancy?
The number of previous transplants
Recipient-primary projected payment source-ki @ registration
Deceased donor-right kidney biopsy at recovery
Allocation type-local/regional/national
Deceased donor-tattoos
Recipient creatinine at discharge
Recipient work for income at transplant?
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Variables via Elastic Net
Elastic Net is a variable selection method that uses convex combination of Ridge and Lasso
regression [45]. Lasso and Ridge are regularization techniques minimizing the sum of squared
residuals with using L1 and L2 norm respectively to limit the size of the coefficients in the
regression model [46]. Lasso is used for automatic variable selection and continuous shrinkage
for the coefficients of the predictors. Ridge regression does not automatically select the variables
but outperform lasso when number of observations is greater than number of variables and high
correlations exist between the variables. Explanation of these techniques can be found in Chapter
2.
EN, proposed by Zou and Hastie [45], does the automatic variable selection and outperform
the others and can be formulated as in Eq. (5.13)



n

p

p

j 1

j 1

1



ˆ  arg min  ( yi   0   j X ij ) 2     (1   )  j2    j  

2

 i 1



(5.13)

In this formulation, alpha 1  is the tuning parameter for EN and the selection of alpha
depends on the level of multi-collinearity in the dataset. EN is performing regularization and
variable selection simultaneously and provides a sparse model with good prediction accuracy rates.
In this study, there are more than 100 variables and most of them are correlated one another.
Lasso does the variable selection and select variables greedily but ignore the variables that has
high correlation with the selected variables. Our goal is to select the most important variables by
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ignoring very highly correlated ones, like duplicates. We choose alpha as 1  where  is a small
number for having a certain level of correlation. Set of variables selected and not common with
the literature and data analytics methods is listed in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Variables via Elastic Net and not in other variable sets
Variables

Explanation

AGE
A1
CDC_RISK_HIV_DON

Recipient age (yrs.)
Candidate A1 antigen from waiting list
Deceased donor - per phs, does the donor have risk factors for
blood-borne disease transmission?
Donor citizenship
Donor A1 antigen
Deceased donor-synthetic anti diuretic hormone (ddavp)
WL will receive donation points due to a previous living
organ donation
Recipient hepatitis b-core antibody
Recipient hep b surface antigen
Recipient hep c status
Deceased donor-antibody to hep c virus result
Deceased donor-inotropic agent support
Deceased donor inotropic medication at procurement (y/n)
Kidney received on ice or pump
Recipient primary payment source @ transplant
Deceased donor-thyroxine-t4 b/n brain death w/in 24 hrs of
procurement
Simultaneous kidney

CITIZENSHIP_DON
DA1
DDAVP_DON
DONATION
HBV_CORE
HBV_SUR_ANTIGEN
HCV_SEROSTATUS
HEP_C_ANTI_DON
INOTROP_AGENTS
INOTROP_SUPPORT_DON
ORG_REC_ON
PRI_PAYMENT_TRR_KI
PT_T4_DON
TXKID

In this section, a comprehensive variable selection procedure is performed. Total of 101 predictor
are selected which includes 56 literature based variables. Some of the literature variables are also
extracted from data analytic and regression model. In additional to the literature 45 variables are
discovered through data mining models.
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5.3.3 Bayesian belief network prediction model
BBNs are powerful tools for representation of graphical dependency structure in an explicit
and intuitive way. BBN is a directed acyclic graph that represents probabilistic causal relationship
between a set of variables in which the nodes correspond to variables or predictors and arcs
represent the conditional dependencies between the variables [47]. BBN is a useful tool to reason
under uncertainty and to model complex nonlinear interactions among the attributes [48]. In recent
years, their use have become more prevalent in medicine given their ability in handling previously
unknown yet potentially useful information related to detection of diseases, prediction of health
outcomes and determination of optimal treatment alternatives [49, 50]. Complex probability
distributions can be represented in a compact way with using BBNs conditional independence
formula. Each xi represents a variable and Pa xi is the parents of that variable, BBN chain rule can
be expressed as in Eq. (5.14) by [48]
n

P (x1 ,..., x n )   P( xi Paxi ).

(5.14)

i 1

There are two methods available to construct the network: 1) manually with the help of an
expert and 2) analytically by learning the structure from the data using advanced mathematical
methods. Building a manual modest sized network requires a skilled and knowledgeable engineer
to spend several hours since the number of conditional probability estimation in a node is
exponential in the number of parent. For instance single node with n parents requires a conditional
probability table that includes 2n1 estimated parameters [51]. When the size of the network gets
larger, the expert time increases dramatically [48]. In addition to this, expert judgement may bring
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large uncertainties and subjective decisions. In some cases, it is also very difficult to find a
knowledgeable engineer for that particular domain. Previous studies provide various techniques
that use data for learning the structure. The Naive Bayes classification [52] is a simple model that
assumes conditional independence between all predictor variables with the given class/target to
learn the structure. The classification is based on Bayes rule where the probability of class/target
value computed for each given attribute variables and then the highest prediction is chosen for the
structure. Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) method is an updated version of the Naive Bayes
classifiers, which uses tree structure and approximate the interactions between predictor variables
[53]. TAN structure has a class variable with no parents and each predictor has the class variable
as a parent along with at most one other attribute as shown in Figure 5.7. Thus, an arc between two
variables indicates a causal relationship among them.

Figure 5.7 Tree augmented naive Bayes network structure
The Markov Blanket (MB) algorithm is a constraint-based method to learn the structure of the
network by identifying conditional independence relationships among the variables [47]. In MB
each node is conditionally independent of all others given its parents, children and children’s
parents (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8 Markov Blanket, where variable A only depends on the variables in the gray area.
Statistical tests such that chi-squared or likelihood ratio can be used to define conditional
independence relationships between the nodes and formalize constraints to build the structure.
Pearson chi-square (  2 ) can be used to test whether two variables are conditionally independent
or not. Suppose S is a conditional variable set and X, Y are variables for testing such that X , Y  S
, denote E ( xi , yi ) as expected number of cases that X  xi and Y  y j , and O ( xi , y j ) as observed
number of cases where X  xi and Y  yi , if we assume X,Y are independent then to test this
assumption we have the Eq. (5.15) [54].

 2 ( X ,Y )  
i, j

(O( xi , yi )  E ( xi , yi )) 2
E ( xi , yi )

(5.15)

Conditional independence is generalized version of the chi-squared test, where:
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 ( X , Y | S )   ( X , Y | S  sk )  
2

2

( N ( xi , y j , sk ) N ( sk )  N ( xi , sk ) N ( y j , sk )) 2
N ( xi , sk ) N ( y j , sk ) N ( sk )

i , j ,k

(5.16)

In the Eq. (5.17), N ( xi , y j , sk ) is the number of cases where xi gets the ith , y j gets the jth and sk
gets the kth categories.
P(U   2 ( X , Y | S ))

(5.17)

In the Eq. (5.18), we cannot reject the hypothesis that X, Y are conditionally independent unless
p-value is smaller than given significance level (  ).
Similarly, in likelihood ratio test:
G 2 ( X , Y )  2 (O( xi , yi ) ln(
i, j

N ( xi , y j ) N
O( xi , yi )
)  2  N ( xi , y j ) ln(
)
E ( xi , yi )
N ( xi ) N ( y j )
i , j ,k

(5.18)

Conditional independence is generalized version of the likelihood ratio test, where:

G 2 ( X , Y | S )  2  ( N ( xi , y j , sk ) ln(
i , j ,k

( N ( xi , y j , sk ) N ( sk )
N ( xi , sk ) N ( y j , sk ) N ( sk )

)

(5.19)

P(U  G 2 ( X , Y | S ))

After applying one of these tests, variables X and Y are conditionally independent with
given variable set S if the condition in Eq. (5.20) met.
(5.20)

I ( X ,Y | S )  

where I(.) is either chi-squared or likelihood ratio test.
First step for MB is the complete graph of G then compute each pairs independence test
values with the methods described above. If I ( X i , X j )   , then remove the arc between X i , X j
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Next find conditional variable set where I ( X i , X j | S )   , if such S exist then delete
undirected arc between X i  X j and apply MB arc orientation rules [54]:
i.

If X j  S then update undirected and directed connections such as X i  X j  X k or
X i  X j  X k to directed arc towards X j from X i and X k , X i  X j  X k .

ii.

Update patterns of X i  X j  X k to X j  X k .

iii.

Update patterns of X i  X j to directed arc, X i  X j .

iv.

Update patterns where undirected arc exist between X i  X j  X k and directed arc between
X i  X l  X k to a directed arc between X j  X l .

v.

Return to step ii if there exist any undirected arcs.

5.4 Results and discussion
A total of 31,207 transplants that were performed after June, 30, 2004 are modeled in this
study. Originally, there are 450 variables in the UNOS dataset includes pre-operative, intraoperative and post-operative variables as well as, date, ID and some irrelevant ones (e.g., donor
ID and organ listed). To determine the ideal set of predictors the following variable selection
procedures were utilized: 1) a detailed literature review where prominent factors are selected based
on expert knowledge only; and 2) a structured data analytic based information fusion technique to
extract the hidden knowledge in UNOS dataset 3) the Elastic Net regression model. Candidate
variable sets are used in two different BN models and results are presented in coming sections.
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5.4.1 Variable selection results
Literature-expert knowledge variables
Total of 56 variables are found in literature based on expert opinion only. Variables are
included in studies [3, 6, 8] (ACUTE_REJ_EPI_KI and FIRST_WK_DIAL) are considered as
post-operative variables and can be very good predictors. However, these variables are calculated
after the transplantation and do not have any impact on matching process. Some of the variables
(FUNC_STAT_TRR, CREAT_TRR etc.) are considered as intra-operative factors that calculated
during or right before transplant. Intra-operative factors are also included studies in the literature
[3, 6-8]. We excluded any post-operative variable from our study since these were unknown before
the transplantation. Complete set of variables discovered thru literature can be found in Table 5.1.
Data Analytic Models –Sensitivity Analysis and Information Fusion Variables
Data analytic methods, SVM, ANN and CRT, are performed with 5-fold cross validation.
To evaluate the multi-class response variable (high, medium and low risk), F- measure and Gmean are calculated along with the accuracies for each classes and accuracy for average. Table 5.6
provides performance values for each of the 5-fold samples for these models where best values are
underlined. In SVM and C&RT, mean accuracy of the low risk class is slightly better than ANN,
however, ANN outperforms SVM and C&RT for the other performance values. Corresponding
contribution of the predictors is calculated with sensitivity analysis described in Section 2. We use
F-measure to evaluate each model`s contribution to the final fused set of predictors. Figure 5.9
illustrates the relative contribution of each predictor for different models.
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SHARE_TY
DEATH_MECH_DON
ECD_DONOR
BMIS
HIST_DIABETES_DON
TOT_SERUM_ALBUM
EBV_SEROSTATUS
INIT_AGE
INIT_STAT
OTHER_INF_DON
CMV_IGM
DEATH_CIRCUM_DON
AGE_DON
DIAL_DUR
WORK_INCOME_TRR
EDUCATION
DAYSWAIT_CHRON
ETHCAT
KDPI
RT_KI_BIOPSY
LT_KI_BIOPSY
COD_CAD_DON
KDRI_MED
KDRI_RAO
WORK_INCOME_TCR
EBV_IGM_CAD_DON
HBSAB_DON
PRI_PAYMENT_TCR_KI
SERUM_CREAT
EBV_IGG_CAD_DON
FUNC_STAT_TRR
DIAB
FUNC_STAT_TCR

SVM

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

CRT

ANN

12%

Figure 5.9 Sensitivity analysis for ML-based variable selection models
Final fused set of variables calculated by information fusion techniques described in Section 5.3.
These variables are found as the most prominent predictors after utilizing SVM, ANN and CRT.
We ordered the relative contribution of the predictors after information fusion and select until the
cumulative percentage is passed 90%. The Pareto chart in Figure 5.10 illustrates the most
significant variables in our fused set. Explanation of variables can be found in Tables 5.1, 5.4 and
5.5.
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Table 5.6 Data analytic methods performance value
ANN
Mean ± Std. Dev

Fold-1

Fold-2

Fold-3

Fold-4

Fold-5

Accuracy- High

0.67 ± 0.017

0.679

0.666

0.697

0.677

0.652

Accuracy- Medium

0.77 ± 0.003

0.771

0.767

0.768

0.767

0.774

Accuracy- Low

0.69 ± 0.012

0.688

0.691

0.704

0.685

0.671

Average Accuracy

0.71 ± 0.009

0.713

0.708

0.723

0.710

0.699

Recall

0.57 ± 0.013

0.569

0.562

0.584

0.564

0.547

Specificity

0.78 ± 0.006

0.784

0.781

0.792

0.783

0.774

Precision

0.57 ± 0.013

0.569

0.562

0.584

0.565

0.548

F-Measure

0.57 ± 0.013

0.569

0.562

0.584

0.564

0.548

G-Mean

0.57 ± 0.013

0.569

0.562

0.584

0.564

0.548

C&RT
Accuracy- High

0.67 ± 0.005

0.664

0.662

0.666

0.664

0.675

Accuracy- Medium

0.74 ± 0.008

0.746

0.748

0.746

0.747

0.729

Accuracy- Low

0.70 ± 0.003

0.700

0.695

0.701

0.703

0.697

Average Accuracy

0.70 ± 0.002

0.703

0.701

0.704

0.705

0.701

Recall

0.56 ± 0.003

0.555

0.552

0.556

0.557

0.551

Specificity

0.78 ± 0.001

0.778

0.776

0.778

0.779

0.775

Precision

0.56 ± 0.003

0.555

0.552

0.556

0.557

0.551

F-Measure

0.55 ± 0.003

0.555

0.552

0.556

0.557

0.551

G-Mean

0.55 ± 0.003

0.555

0.552

0.556

0.557

0.551

SVM
Accuracy- High

0.66 ± 0.001

0.664

0.665

0.664

0.662

0.664

Accuracy- Medium

0.73± 0.007

0.722

0.726

0.728

0.717

0.735

Accuracy- Low

0.70 ± 0.005

0.701

0.695

0.704

0.693

0.700

Average Accuracy

0.70 ± 0.004

0.696

0.695

0.699

0.691

0.700

Recall

0.54 ± 0.005

0.544

0.543

0.548

0.536

0.549

Specificity

0.77 ± 0.003

0.772

0.772

0.774

0.768

0.775

Precision

0.55 ± 0.005

0.544

0.543

0.548

0.536

0.549

F-Measure

0.54 ± 0.005

0.544

0.543

0.548

0.536

0.549

G-Mean

0.54 ± 0.004

0.544

0.543

0.548

0.536

0.549
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NUM_PREV_TX
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Figure 5.10 The (fused) importance of the union set of predictors based on the IF model
Elastic Net Variables
The selection of alpha depends on the level of multi-collinearity in the dataset. We have
tried different alpha values in our previous study (Chapter 2) and found the best values with
Epsilon=0.01. With that being said, our goal is to select alpha with small epsilon such that the
model performs most like lasso but eliminate any odd behavior caused by huge correlations [45].
Therefore, we utilize Alpha =0.99 in our EN regression. Our goal with EN regression to eliminate
unnecessary variable but keep the interrelations among them. Having a small Epsilon helps us to
maintain the goal. We illustrated the predictors selected by this regularization technique in Table
5.4.
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5.4.2 Creating candidate sets for predictors
Transplantation procedures requires gathering large number of variables that may have
impact on survival of the patient. However, existing studies depends on expert knowledge rather
than analytical data oriented methods. This study uses expert knowledge with data-driven
techniques to create candidates for predicting risk level (Figure 5.11). Four sets of predictors are
gathered based on the appearance in the variable selection methods in previous sections: 1) mutual
predictors in literature (LR) and fused data analytic model (FDM), 2) mutual predictors in LR and
Elastic net (EN), 3) mutual predictors in EN and FDM model and, 4) mutual predictors in LR, EN
and FDM. These candidate sets are listed in Table 5.5 where set 4 is common in each set of
candidates.

Literature-Expert
Knowledge

2

1

Fused
Data Analytic Models

4

3

Elastic Net

Figure 5.11 Candidate sets interaction
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Table 5.7 Candidate set of variables
Set- 4 (LR ∩ EN ∩ FDM)
BMI_CALC
CARDARREST_NEURO
COD_CAD_DON
CREAT_TRR
DIAB
ETHCAT
FUNC_STAT_TCR
HGT_CM_CALC
HIST_DIABETES_DON
HLAMIS
KDRI_MED
NPKID
SERUM_CREAT
SGPT_DON
WGT_KG_CALC
WGT_KG_DON_CALC
+

AGE_DON
BMI_DON_CALC
BUN_DON
COLD_ISCH_KI
CREAT_DON
DIAL_DUR
HIST_OTH_DRUG_DON
OTH_INF_DON
PT_DIURETICS_DON
PT_STEROIDS_DON
SGOT_DON
TBILI_DON
Set- 1 (LR ∩ FDM)

AGE
DIABETES_DON
ETHCAT_DON
MED_COND_TRR
ON_DIALYSIS
PRE_TX_TXFUS
PUMP_KI
REGION
TX_PROCEDUR_TY_KI
Set- 2 (LR ∩ EN)
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CMV_IGM
DAYSWAIT_CHRON_KI
DEATH_CIRCUM_DON
EBV_IGG_CAD_DON
EBV_IGM_CAD_DON
EDUCATION
HBSAB_DON
INIT_AGE
INIT_STAT
INSULIN_DON
KDRI_RAO
LT_KI_BIOPSY
PRI_PAYMENT_TCR_KI
RT_KI_BIOPSY
TATTOOS
Set- 3 (EN ∩ FDM)

The rationale behind these candidate sets: a) the expert knowledge variables account for medically
relevant information and knowledge gained in previous studies; and b) data-driven variables
account for analytical approach for robust decisions.
5.4.3 BBN model results
This study compares four sets of candidate predictors by employing two different BBN
models, TAN and MB. For each model, 5-fold cross validation is performed. Table 5.8 summarizes
the average performance values for different candidate sets. TAN structured BBN performs better
than MB in each model. Performance of MB is improved with candidate set 4 (LR ∩ EN ∩ FDM)
where number of variables are the least among other sets (15 variables).
Table 5.8 Performance values for different candidate sets

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4

TAN
MB
TAN
MB
TAN
MB
TAN
MB

Accuracy
0.69 ± 0.006
0.66 ± 0.005
0.69 ± 0.004
0.65 ± 0.005
0.71 ± 0.005
0.61 ± 0.010
0.69 ± 0.006
0.67 ± 0.002

F-Measure
0.54 ± 0.009
0.38 ± 0.011
0.53 ± 0.007
0.47 ± 0.007
0.56 ± 0.008
0.42 ± 0.015
0.53 ± 0.010
0.50 ± 0.003

G-Mean
0.54 ± 0.009
0.39 ± 0.011
0.53 ± 0.007
0.47 ± 0.007
0.56 ± 0.008
0.42 ± 0.015
0.53 ± 0.010
0.50 ± 0.003

Gain chart is an alternative way to compare the performance for different structures. Figure 5.12
illustrates the comparison by the Gain chart with the best and random values lines (best line is
green and random line is white) for the 1st fold results.
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Figure 5.12 Gain chart for TAN and MB comparison for 1st fold
As indicated in the graph, the performance of MB model is close to random chance. MB criterion
includes set of nodes containing target`s parents, children and children`s parents which produces
more complex structure (more edges between nodes). When the model gets bigger, the MB cannot
predict as good as more simple methods such as TAN [55]. That being said, when the number of
variables are still large after the variable selection, MB performs not as good as TAN structure.
Since TAN outperforms MB in every performance metrics, we select TAN for further analysis.
Table 5.9 presents results for different candidate sets with TAN structure. Even though
“accuracy” for low-risk class is higher in candidate sets 1, 2, and 4 (0.76 vs 0.75), best average
scores for other measures (especially F-Measure and G-Mean) are obtained thru the candidate set
3 (EN ∩ FDM) with TAN BBN structure.
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Table 5.9 Performance values for different candidate sets with TAN BBN structure
Set- 1 (LR ∩

Set- 2 (LR ∩

Set- 3 (EN ∩

Set- 4 (LR ∩ EN

FDM)

EN)

FDM)

∩ FDM)

Average ± St. Dev.
Accuracy

0.69 ± 0.01

0.69 ± 0.00

0.71 ± 0.01

0.69 ± 0.01

Accuracy- High

0.64 ± 0.01

0.64 ± 0.01

0.67 ± 0.01

0.63 ± 0.01

Accuracy- Medium

0.76 ± 0.01

0.76 ± 0.00

0.75 ± 0.01

0.76 ± 0.01

Accuracy- Low

0.68 ± 0.01

0.68 ± 0.01

0.70 ± 0.01

0.67 ± 0.01

Recall

0.54 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

0.56 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

Precision

0.54 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

0.56 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

Specificity

0.77 ± 0.00

0.77 ± 0.00

0.78 ± 0.00

0.77 ± 0.00

F-Measure

0.54 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

0.56 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

G-Mean

0.54 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

0.56 ± 0.01

0.53 ± 0.01

After performing TAN BBN model with 5-fold cross validation with candidate set 3, we reach an
average F-Measure and G-Mean scores of 0.56. Since this study is the first one to classify response
variable as not binary (i.e., multi-class/categorical), we are not able to compare our results with
the literature. However, the best model in our analysis perform better than the random chance.
Table 5.10 presents the detailed results for each of the 5-fold`s performance values.
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Table 5.10 Performance values for candidate set 3 with TAN BBN structure
Average ±
St. Dev.

Fold-1

Fold-2

Fold-3

Fold-4

Fold-5

Accuracy

0.71 ± 0.01

0.71

0.70

0.71

0.70

0.70

Accuracy- High

0.67 ± 0.01

0.67

0.66

0.68

0.67

0.66

Accuracy- Medium

0.75 ± 0.01

0.75

0.75

0.76

0.75

0.75

Accuracy- Low

0.70 ± 0.01

0.70

0.69

0.71

0.70

0.69

Recall

0.56 ± 0.01

0.56

0.55

0.57

0.55

0.55

Precision

0.56 ± 0.01

0.56

0.55

0.57

0.56

0.55

Specificity

0.78 ± 0.00

0.78

0.78

0.79

0.78

0.78

F-Measure

0.56 ± 0.01

0.56

0.55

0.57

0.55

0.55

G-Mean

0.56 ± 0.01

0.56

0.55

0.57

0.55

0.55

One of our goal in this study is to discover the conditional relationship between the predictor
factors. Inter-relations between each predictors and the non-binary response variable can be
highlighted by BBN. To illustrate these models, we use 1st fold to represent the networks since its
F-Measure and G-Mean are the closest to average value (See Table 5.10).
Based on the TAN structure, no nodes have relationship with only the outcome variable
(RSKLVL). Yet all nodes have interactions with another node/s other than the outcome variable.
Several relationships can be identified form the TAN graph which are intuitive. For instance, the
interactions between body mass index (BMI_CALC), weight of the recipient (WGT_KG_CALC)
and, height of the recipient (HGT_CM_CALC) are intuitive since BMI_CALC is calculated with
other two metrics. The most interacted predictor is the state of the recipient’s functional status at
registration, FUNC_STAT_TCR (ability to carry out daily activities). FUNC_STAT_TCR
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contributes the effect of a recipient’s diabetes (DIAB) on graft survival as well as initial waiting
list status (INIT_STAT) and total days on kidney waiting list (DAYSWAIT_CHRON_KI).
Additionally, contribution of FUNC_STAT_TCR in predicting risk level (RSKLVL) depends on
EDUCATION. The information extracted from the BBN can be analyzed in a more detailed
manner by domain experts. More specifically, Figure 5.13 (and similar networks) can provide
medical practitioners with significant insights on the factors that affect survival and their
interactions. In Figure 5.13, for the purpose of illustrating interactions, edges from RSKLVL is
removed which goes to every node in TAN structure.

Figure 5.13 Multi-class Bayesian risk level prediction by TAN without RSKLVL interactions
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We can summarize our final set of predictor (set 3) into two groups: (1) Predictors from
existing literature, expert knowledge variables, and (2) predictive variables which are extracted
through data analytic models, appear in both regression and data mining methods. Variables in the
first group are common for the organ transplantation studies. Medical expert input cannot be
ignored in any medical studies and yet can be strengthen with the data analytics models. We proved
that a comprehensive variable selection procedure is required for prediction accuracy. Variables
thru the medical literature only should be augmented with data analytic techniques. One missing
part of our study is to validate our findings by medical expert which can complete the variable
selection cycle.
5.4.4 EPTS score discussion
Estimated Post Transplant Survival (EPTS) score is calculated for kidney transplant
patients. Candidate needs to have at most 20% score to get priority for a kidney from donors. The
score is based on four factors: 1) Dialysis time or DIAL_DUR, 2) diabetes status or DIAB, 3)
previous organ transplantations or NUM_PREV_TX and, 4) candidate age or AGE [56].
Our analysis show that DIAB is an important predictor for all three variables selection
approaches, however NUM_PREV_TX is not considered a strong predictor for any model. Instead
of NUM_PREV_TX, number of previous kidney transplantations or NPKID can be used.
DIAL_DUR is listed in candidate set 1 (expert knowledge and fused data analytic model) and AGE
is selected in candidate set 2 (expert knowledge and elastic net). Additionally, recipient functional
status at registration or FUNC_STAT_TCR is found the most prominent factor in our analysis and
can be added to the EPTS score function.
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5.5 Conclusions and future research
The main objectives of this study is three folds; i) find the level risk in the kidney transplant
matching, ii) offer additional insights into the factors affecting the success/failure of a kidney
transplant, iii) reveal interactions among the predictors and their effect on risk of survival. To
accomplish these goals, a multi-class (high, medium, low risk) data analytic model is proposed.
The model includes a comprehensive variable selection method where expert knowledge,
conventional statistical model and, data analytic methods take into consideration. Our study
suggests that an augmented process for variable selection should be utilized rather than merely
expert selected variables. Expert knowledge cannot be ignored studies in medicine, however, it
should be enhanced with the knowledge extracted from data. We use a feature-prosperous, large
dataset from UNOS, containing recorded kidney transplants information from June 30, 2004 to
May 31, 2015.
Predicting the best match for a given donor is a very high stakes undertaking. The strength
of any predictive model depends on the selection of proper predictors. Currently there is no list of
factors effecting the survival of kidney transplantation on which experts agree. Moreover, all the
studies to our knowledge consider binary survival outcome which may fall short in determining
the best match for a given patient. In this study, we address the aforementioned shortcomings by
introducing a comprehensive variable selection framework; creating a multi-class prediction
model for survivability; and identifying the interactions between the explanatory/preoperative
factors and risk levels in kidney transplant that ultimately will aid domain experts in their decisionmaking processes. Another contribution of this study includes some additional variables that
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UNOS team has started to collect on June 30th, 2014. Candidate sets obtained through variable
selection models are utilized in probabilistic graphical models which extract the probabilistic
interactions between predictors. This study performs and compares two BBNs structured by TAN
and MB algorithms. Results show that TAN-BBN performs better than MB in all scenarios. These
significant findings can be useful for medical practitioners in developing interventions in
addressing survival of kidney transplant recipients.
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CHAPTER 6
6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Health care industry is going through a transformation and has given a priority to the data
analytics and knowledge discovery to improve quality of service and reduce costs. Researchers
use analytics (operations research and statistical tools) for prediction, survival analysis, descriptive
and prescriptive modelling in healthcare. Advancements in data collection and uncertainty in
health care, nature, and human behavior, require advanced modeling techniques such as BBNs,
MNs and simulation to analyze this complex environment, and resulting problems.
The main contribution of this dissertation is that we have investigated and concluded that
big data and uncertainty challenge in health care can be effectively addressed by utilizing a
comprehensive framework combining expert knowledge with advanced data analytic models.
Some of the models we employed are data mining, simulation, Markov chain and PGMs.
Main contributions and potential future research directions are listed below under each
main research trusts investigated in this dissertation:
Modelling no-show prediction using probabilistic graphical network
Although the literature is replete with studies exploring no-show factors and their effects,
there is a real gap in terms of applying a holistic approach to address the prediction in all aspects.
Most of the studies in the literature evaluates one or two factors in terms of their effect on a noshow [1-4]. Few regression-based studies can predict the individual no-show probability for a
particular patient, however these methods usually do not consider predictor variables interactions
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[5-8]. Our contribution to the literature is creating an accurate predictive model for no-shows in
primary care by identifying causal relationship between predictors and no-show outcome in an
integrated data analytic framework. Our hybrid probabilistic prediction framework is based on
Elastic Net (EN) variable selection methodology and Bayesian belief network (BBN). This study
predicts the “no-show probability of the patient(s)” using demographics, socio-economic status,
and current appointment information, and appointment attendance history of the patient and the
family. The proposed framework is validated using ten years of local pediatrics clinic data. It is
observed that, this EN-based BNN framework is a comparable prediction methodology with
regards to the best approaches found in the literature. More importantly, this methodology provides
novel information on the interrelations among the predictors and the conditional probability of
predicting “no-shows.” The output of the model can be applied to the appointment scheduling
system for a robust overbooking strategy.
The proposed framework included patient insurance, previous visit waiting time can
improve the prediction accuracy [9]. It can be investigated that Medicaid patients who lost their
insurance tend to no-show. However, we did not have data on factors such as patient insurance
information (e.g., if patient had continuous insurance, types of their insurance, etc.) and patient
waiting time in the clinic in during the previousthe previous visits. Second, other approaches such
as dynamic programming, Markovian processes, etc. can be utilized to find structure of the
influence diagram and compared with the proposed model to investigate if the proposed framework
can be improved to provide more accurate results [10]. The dissertation concentrates more on
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utilizing engineering techniques to improve prediction and processes. One needs to analyze in
more details to provide insight to medical literature as well.
Dynamic Overbooking
Pre-determined (static) overbooking policies in appointment scheduling leaves much room
for improvement for addressing uncertainty in human behavior. This can be quite costly in terms
of increasing patient wait time and provider idle and overtime. We show that creating dynamic
overbooking strategies can improve the financial and efficiency performance in primary care. We
integrate prediction findings into scheduling system to find the right overbooking policy (static vs
dynamic) for appointment scheduling. Two overbooking questions are addressed: 1) should
overbooking level be dynamic or static, and 2) whether overbooking time is pre-determined or
dynamically decided based on the appointment no-show prediction. The results indicated that all
alternatives improve the reference scenario. The best scenario is dynamic time static level, where
overbooking time is structured in terms of no-show probability of the appointment and
overbooking level is a fixed number.
In the current appointment model, all appointment slots have the same duration, i.e., they
are homogenous. One could include variability, in appointment type (i.e., have non-homogenous
appointments in terms of duration, e.g., 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 45 minutes appointments) [11,
12]. Furthermore, each appointment type may have different service time distributions [12].
Although cost functions is utilized as in the literature, some indirect costs, such as dissatisfaction
of providers with overtime, and increasing patient waiting time need to model as non-linear cost
functions [13]. Modeling the patient arrival system could also include punctuality of patients [14].
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Finally, the impact of allowing walk in patients on performance measures could also be
investigated in details [15].
Analyzing CoC in primary care
Most CoC studies in the literature focus on one aspect of continuity but overlook other
important factors and they asses the continuity in terms of a patient. In the current study, we
propose a holistic Markovian framework that incorporated incorporates different aspects of
continuity, such as density, dispersion and sequence and propose a framework for assessment of
clinic/ provider CoC. We pursue the objectives of this study through using a three stage framework:
(1) data preparation, (2) employing higher order Markov chains to better understand the patient
visit patterns observed in a primary care clinic, and (3) validation and performance evaluation for
first and higher order Markov chains to analyze the impact of different visit characteristics and
assess the clinic continuity. Number of visits in the past effecting the present visit is calculated by
linear optimization with employing higher-order (n ≥ 2) Markov chains. Optimization results prove
that prediction of the next visit is depends only on the previous visit only. First In addition, first
order Markov chain is utilized for the calculation of sojourn time where it can be used to compare
providers’ performance in terms of patient retention and provider continuity.
This study can be extended to incorporate k-fold cross validation approach which is a
common tool for comparing the performances of prediction methods since it aims to minimize the
bias associated with the random sampling of the training and test data sequences [16]. Another
way to extend our study to investigate relationship between no-show and CoC. Our previous study
(Chapter 2) proves that patient- provider relationship is an important factor for a no-show. That
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being said, measure of CoC can be another predictor for predicting no-shows. Another alternative
way to extend our study is to predict new patient CoC level. Few studies address factors associated
with CoC [17-19]. They while considering qualitative variables (cross sectional studies) and
analyze results with regression models. There is a need for a data analytic based prediction model
based on patient characteristics such as age, gender, aggregated appointment history and socioeconomic features with employing a multi-level classification model.
Multi-level risk model for predicting donor-graft match quality
Predicting the best match for a given donor is very important in ensuring survival and
quality of life of a patient, and not wasting a very scarce, important resource a very high stakes
undertaking. The strength of any predictive model depends on the selection of proper predictors.
Currently there is no short list of factors effecting the survival of kidney transplantation on which
experts agree. Moreover, all the studies consider a binary survival outcome which may fall short
in determining the best match for a given patient. We address the aforementioned shortcomings
by introducing a comprehensive variable selection framework: creating a multi-class prediction
model for survivability; and identifying the interactions between the explanatory/preoperative
factors and risk levels in kidney transplant that ultimately will aid domain experts in their decisionmaking processes. This study performs and compares two BBNs structured by TAN and MB
algorithms. Results show that TAN-BBN performs better than MB in all scenarios. These
significant findings can be useful for medical practitioners in developing interventions in
addressing survival of kidney transplant recipients.
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A number of future research extensions are: 1) several predictors in our data preparation
had to be deleted since these variables have enormous number of missing records in the UNOS
dataset. The impact of these missing predictors should be analyzed in details when the data
becomes available. 2) In this paper, we have employed only two structural learning algorithms for
the prediction model. The impact of other algorithms such as dynamic programming, Markovian
processes, etc. can be utilized to find structure of the influence diagram and compared with the
proposed model to investigate if the proposed framework can be improved to provide more
accurate results [10]. 3) Finally, this study can be extended to survivability analysis of other organs
such as liver, heart, intestine, lung and pancreas. In this dissertation, we focus on utilizing
engineering techniques to improve prediction and processes. A possible future research direction
is It can be investigateding the case study with real world data indata in more details to provide
insight to medical literature as well.
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